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Let’s face it, the BBA confines has been the rumblin’ tumblin’ home of one of the most competitive leagues in all of
fake baseball—and that’s no little feat. Its GMs are determined and inventive. Its leadership remarkable and
consistent, and its fans gullible and free with their disposable cash. Ya got yer Wilsons and yer Bieschkes, yer
Callahans and yer Holmeses. There’s yer Johnson League, yer Frick Pacific, and the best division in all of OOTP
baseball. Podcasts. Team News. Big name free agents. Rookies that bust. Yes, this has been an amazin’ place.
Entering its second sixty years of existence (see what I did there?) it promises to be no different.
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FINAL 2032 STANDINGS
JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Geoghegan Round
Atlantic City 3, Montreal 1
Jacksonville 3, San Antonio 0

Louisville 3, Long Beach 1
Calgary 3, Yellow Springs 1

Doubleday Series
Atlantic City 4, Las Vegas 1
Charm City 4, Jacksonville 3

Louisville 4, Madison 2
Calgary 4, California 3

Cartwright Cup
Charm City 4, Atlantic City 2

Louisville 4, Calgary 0

Landis Memorial Series
Louisville 4, Charm City 2
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The Anatomy of A Mad-Cap Off Season, Championship Style
There’s apparently some truth to the rumor that a mid-list publisher contacted the Louisville
Sluggers’ front office with an offer to publish GM Stu Hopkins memoirs (reportedly to be titled
Genuis Unhinged). Or, at least there’s some truth to the idea that Genius is writing something
that might vaguely be called a book. We say that because the guy’s been whipping out his
manuscript at every party he attends, using it to impress the ladyfolk he runs with (apparently
thinking that to girls who can’t read, the idea of characters on a page is some kind of
aphrodesiac on par with several bolts of whiskey and putting John Legend’s “All of Me” on nonstop play.
As luck would have it, a few pages somehow fell into the hands of a competely non-partican
bystander who may or may not have happened to have slipped them to us. Here’s an
enlightening look at the 2032 Louisville off-season…you know, the one that led to a Landis…
Anatomy of a Championship Season
January Part One –
2032 Venezuela
International Free Agent Combine Louisville GM, Genius Hopkins, and assistant Devin ‘Fungo’ Clark lean back against
the chain link fence that surrounds the complex of four diamonds where the teenage
hopefuls are being put thru their workouts. The pair stare into the crowd of parents and
relatives in the stands.
“There’s one Genius,”Clark points out a young shapely lass in revealing clothes at
the concourse.
“Nah…she’s way too young Fungo,”Genius grimaces,”We can’t be too careful down
here…make sure she’s at least fourteen-ish looking.”
Genius spies a good natured rival fumbling his way towards him along the fence;
Fungo follows the Genius’ gaze.
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“Awww fuck…its Ted again…don’t make eye contact Genius!”
“Quick! Move Fungo!”
“Awww fuck…it’s too late.”
“Well, hello Louisville! How are you Genius? Fungo? Man, its hot down here.”The
rumpled figure in ill fitting Bermuda shorts with black socks and sandals wipes his brow
with a hankerchief, stops a foot from Genius's face, and leans into talk to him.
“Awwww…fuck off close talker.”says Fungo.
“Sure is a lot of talent down here, eh Genius?”Ted continues non-plussed, as he
shifts his gaze onto the field.
Genius motions to the stands,”There sure is Ted…and the best thing about these
third world countries in the dames are cheap.”
“Fuck off Ted,”grunts Fungo,”We don’t want anyone down here thinking we know
you.”
“Dames? Is that what the cool kids are calling teenage boy baseball players these
days?”Ted asks in wonderment.
Fungo shoves him away.”Fuck off
nerd.”
Genius grabs Fungo’s arm before
he can swat the bewildered California
GM a second time,”It’s good to see you
Ted,”The Genius says,”Bye.”
The confused California GM
ambles away…Fungo grabs an empty
rum pint bottle from underneath his
sports coat and flings it at the
departing figure.”What a douche.”
The Genius watches as the
California GM is hit in the small of his
back and knocked forward onto his
Is this proof of a Cali-Looserville shoving match at a Venezuealan
knees by the force of the bottle.
Park?
“I may be getting soft Fungo, but I
think that was almost uncalled for.”says the Genius gently.
“That’s what she said Genius,”Fungo laughs.
Anatomy of a Championship Season
January part two
Signing International free agent Jesus Moreno SS
The lights suddenly blaze on in the dark room. An angry dark swarthy looking forty
year old Venezuelan gazes angrily across the room at the Genius who is mounting a
woman from behind, and Fungo who is ‘il delecto’ in front of her.
“What are you doing?”the man screams.
“Railroading your wife,”grins Fungo,”In our country, it’s a huge compliment to the
husband when two strangers partake in relations with a man’s wife. Hell, there’s a third
hole we’re not using at the moment, come join us.”
“That, is not my wife, that is my mother!”the man exclaims angrily.
Fungo suddenly stops and looks pensive,”Well…if we were in Ohio, it’d be
considered appropriate for you to join in…but anywhere else…I’m not too sure.”
Genius doesn’t miss a beat as he continues to thrust, ”Wisconsin…I’m pretty sure
it’s cool in Wisconsin.”
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“This is not Ohio…neither is this Wisconsin…this
is not ‘cool’….lousy gringos…I will slit your throats for
defiling my mother.”
Genius grins happily,”Hell…I’m pretty sure your
mom was the one that defiled us first! She’s a pretty
spunky gal!”
A young boy comes into the room, his eyes grow
wide,”…Grandma?”he quakes.
“You two leave us alone, now,”orders
Fungo,”You’re killing the mood.”
The boy turns to his father and begins to
cry,”Today at the baseball, that close talker in the ugly
shorts signed everyone for California…everyone but
me…and even now, Grandma is having more fun than
me.”
“Relax kid,”smiles Genius,”You bring Granny up
to Louisville with you and I’ll give you a contract for
the Sluggers…$83 thousand ok? You will need a lot of
wheel barrows to carry it all.”
The man beams,”I would be honoured for you
two to meet my wife.”
Anatomy of a Championship Season
February
Pitchers and Catchers report for Spring Training

A Louisville Fan at Apring Training

The Genius and his assistant, Devin ‘Fungo’
Clark find young left-hander Edgardo Rodriguez
loosening up on the sidelines. Edgardo was
injured during the past season, but looks to be
recovering nicely. He throws hard with little
apparent effort, and no noticeable grimaces of
pain.
“Edgardo, how is the injured wing?”The
Genius asks.
“It’s healing up nicely Genius,”smiles
Edgardo. “ I think I’ll be okay for the start of the
season. I can’t wait to be back out there.”
“That’s great Edgardo,”The Genius pats him
affectionately on the back,”We’re really gonna
need you this year.”
“Back in my day,”grunts Fungo,”Pitchers
didn’t get these fake injuries…hell, they threw
300 innings by August…we held their arms
together with duct tape and popsicle sticks…”
“I’ve been working really hard, I really think
this is the year that I really take off.”Edgardo
nods.
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“That’s great Edgardo, we have a lot of faith in you.”The Genius starts to head off to
the next group of players.
“You’d better suck it up, punk,”Fungo leers,”Or we’ll send you to the Grasshoppers.”
“Can I ask you something Mr. Clark?”asks Edgardo tentatively.
Fungo spits sideways out of his mouth and glares at the youngster.”What is it,
meat?”
“All the guys are talking in the locker room…Is it true a cougar attacked you this
winter?”
Fungo gives a slow smile,”Yep…fucker came out of the hills as I was on my daily 30k
run through the desert…I don’t take water with me either punk…I saw it at the last
second as it tried to leap on me from behind…”
The Genius comes back to Fungo’s side,”Not this story again…that ‘cougar’ was
probably a 45 year old cocktail waitress…”
“Nope,”Fungo spits,”A 250 pound…”
“That, I can believe,”smiles the Genius.
“…lean mean fighting cat.”Fungo finishes.
“That’s amazing Mr. Clark...”Edgardo says.
“Yep…ballplayers in my day were real men, not like you pansies…here, look at these
scratches on my shoulder.”Fungo pulls down his sleeve to show his badly mauled
shoulder.
Edgardo turns pale,”Wow…those are
really deep…it’s amazing that you beat off
a cougar with your bare hands!”
Fungo turns ghostly white, and steps
menacingly forward,”What did you say?”
“I said, it’s amazing that you beat off a
cougar with your bare hands!”
Fungo loses it. He fakes Edgardo with
an overhead right, and sends a flurry of
punches to the solar plexes, and then he
grabs Edgardo’s left arm and snaps it like a
twig.
“Is that beating off a cougar with my
bare hands enough for you?”he shouts
down as Edgardo shrieks and rolls in
agony on the ground.
Woman relaxing after being see with Fungo Clark
Anatomy of a Championship Season
March
The Genius stands in the locker room, in front of catchers Antonio Robles, Shag
Hopkins, and Benjamin O’Rourke, who are sitting at their lockers.
“Men,”The Genius starts,”You will all be competing for the starting position of
catcher with the 2032 Sluggers this spring. I don’t want to upset anyone, but Antonio
here has the inside track at starting. Shag, you had a terrible year last season, and
Ben…well, you’re not getting any younger are you? Hell, I’m not even sure you’d hit the
water if you fell out of a boat. And, just look at Antonio, he’s like a Greek god. Young, fit,
a helluva hitter. Hell, I COULD sell jeans with this guy!”
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The Genius turns away from the group,”But it’s a long season, and we will likely
need all three of you, injuries occur, and things change…”
CRACK
The Genius turns back to see a discarded bat rolling on the ground, and Antonio
rolling in agony on the floor. “My thumb! That bastard broke my thumb.”
“Take that, you lousy wet-back,”grins Shag.
“I’m…from… Pennsylvania…”stammers Antonio through curses.
“That’s some nice hitting boy,”says the Genius
approvingly.
“I can’t take all the credit,”grins Shag,”O”Rourke
told me to.”
“That there is some real leadership,”smiles the
Genius.
“My thumb.”groans Antonio.
“Suck it up buttercup,”smiles the Genius,”It’s a
Robles, Hopkins, O’Rourke: Apparently,
long season, and injuries happen…you just gotta
Three’s a Crowd
make sure you grab your opportunity when it
comes…with both thumbs…errr…hands.”

Anatomy of a Championship Season
Opening Day

And here, my friends, is
where the manuscript pages
end.
How much remains? Perhaps
that’s for Genius and his flyby-night publisher to
eventually reveal. We know
the rest of the story, though.
W e know about the injuries
and about the fact of record
that says the Louisville,
sluggers were the third best
team in the Heartland
division.

A Louisville scout takes a tour of a Dominican jail

But we know one othe rthing, though. And tha tthing … er … ah … trumps all others…
We know that, to the chagrin of pretty much everyone of sane and sound body, Slugger fans
poured out from the stands on the final game of the season, unable to wait for the call club from
Louisville to lift the Landis Cup.
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If there’s anything better than a great prognosticator, it’s TWO great prognosticators
facing off in a duel to the prediction death. The BBA being what it is, that’s what we’ve
got a brewin’ this year. Rockville’s Aaron Weiner will take on the Frick League, and
face off with California’s Ted Schmidt as he takes on the Johnson. Let’s take a look to
see whose got the goods as these two prodigious prognosticators throw around their
bona fides in 2033. Let’s look in to the Thunderdome and see who we think is going to
make it out, m’kay?

We throw the word “dynasty” around a lot in sports. For example, we could attach the
word to the 2016-2021 Calgary Marauders, who won two championships and made the
playoffs four times – and then fell out for four seasons. We could give it to the 20112015 Montreal Blazers, who made the playoffs each year, won a title, and won five
straight division titles. So, when we start talking about the Louisville Sluggers, who
have now made the playoffs five straight seasons and have two titles in the last three
years, the word “dynasty” comes quickly to our lips.
And yet, for my money, there are really only three BBA dynasties in the history in the
history of the league (chronologically): the 1997-2009 Madison Wolves, who won
thirteen straight division titles and two Landis Memorials; the 2001-2009 Las Vegas
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Hustlers, who made the playoffs each of those years and won five titles, the 2012-2023
New Orleans Crawdads, who made the playoffs twelve straight times and won four titles.
To a lesser extent, the 1999-2013 Baltimore Monarchs are a dynasty too, since they
missed the playoffs just once in that span and won just one title. To me, that’s the whole
list.
That said, Louisville might be starting a run that’s comparable to those guys. Not only
are the Sluggers a clearly superb team this year, but they’re young, have the fourth-rated
farm in the BBA, and no apparent cap issues. Nobody should be surprised if the
Sluggers keep this going well into the 2030s, even after trading away 2/5 of their
rotation in the offseason.
Of course, winning games doesn’t necessarily win championships, and there are many
contenders to the throne. The usual suspects need apply: Las Vegas, California,
Montreal, Long Beach, and last year’s surprise FL pennant winner Charm City certainly
have a reasonable claim to contender status. Other teams like Yellow Springs, Madison,
Calgary, and even Vancouver have dark horse status.
There’s also lots more intrigue in the middle this year. Brooklyn was the recipient of the
Louisville largesse in trade; is this going to translate into their first playoff appearance
since 2027? Twin Cities emerged last year as a wild card contender before fading late;
are they the team that looked like they might win a division title or the team that
collapsed after the All-Star Break? Jacksonville is always dangerous, and added Leon
Sandcastle this offseason – do they have a real shot? The newly minted Rockville
Pikemen are making waves about contention; are they set to emerge from their long
slumber? Is there a team that could rise that we wouldn’t expect, like Havana or New
Orleans?
As usual, there’s lots to watch in the BBA, but the thing I’ll be watching is whether
Louisville makes it three in four years. If that happens, next year, you won’t be seeing
that question mark after the word dynasty.
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JL Atlantic
Last season the Charm city Jimmies built on their first playoff appearance from the year
before by wining their first division title. Montreal scored a boatload of runs, and
Jacksonville’s starting pitching fell apart. This year those same three teams look to be
the best in the division, but a couple others have closed the gap. And there’s still
Atlantic City, which could do a lot of things, but will likely regress.
I had Charm City winning this division, but a close look shows they got some lucky
pitching performances last year from guys that are no longer on the roster. They also
out won their run differential by a significant amount. As Montreal is bringing back
largely the same team, I give them the edge slightly. Realistically, whichever of those
two teams figures out how to get another starter will win this division.
Jacksonville is a yaer older and it really has hurt their pitching staff. Combined with an
injury to Tully crow, I don’t see them improving on last year’s record without making
some moves. Tyler Simmons very well could make the moves he needs to get that done.
Brooklyn has gained ground with their starting pitching adds, but will it be enough?
Does Atlantic City have another run in them? I guess no.
Rockville is starting to put it together, and could win more games than they lose this
year, but realistically, 2034 is likely their breakout year. Halifax is bad.
PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
92
Montreal
91
Charm City
85
Jacksonville
83
Brooklyn
81
Rockville
79
Atlantic City
58
Nashville

2032

L
70
71
77
79
81
83
104

W
93
96
85
81
71
91
59

L
69
66
77
81
91
71
103

RS
976
816
871
769
703
783
801

RA
831
721
804
785
745
725
1019
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Montreal Blazers
General Manager: John Callahan
Last Season: 93-69
Post Season: Lost In Geoghegan to
Atlantic City in four games
Runs Scored: 976
Runs Allowed: 831

New Faces
SP Chris Brown
RP Carlos Sanchez
RF Parrish

Players Gone
SP Domingo Hernandez
SP Jorge Stanza
RP Dillon Young
RR Jorge Rodriguez
RF Juan Hernandez

“Jorge Stanza has not thrown a pitch at the ML level since 2030 when he had one of the best seasons in this era and won the Nebraska
award. He will once again miss most of this season”
2032, WCB Playoffs/Spring Training #2 Chatter

Poor Jorge Stanza. Fate returned the favor of his magical 2030 season by crippling him so badly that he
missed out on two of the easiest offenses to pitch for in league history the last couple seasons. Four
starters currently on the Blazers roster had ERA’s above FIVE and posted .500 or better records. When
you have Jared Gillstrom, Gung-Ho LaFitte, and Nightmare Guerrero anchoring your lineup, your team
tends to score runs in bunches. When you add on base talent like Bump Jenkins, Charles Martin and
Gary Schneider to that mixture, you score runs in torrents. Avalanches even. This offense lost a couple
mainstays in Jorge Rodriguez and Juan Hernandez, but there are replacement in the wings, and this
group should chase 1000 runs scored again. Take note fellow Brewsterees, this is a special group you
may not see the like of again for awhile.
Regarding the pitching situation, John Callahan could actually hope for improvement this year. For that
to happen however, Jubal Troop will need to fulfill his promise. The towering 22-year-old lefty has the
stuff to give batters fits, and could be the first real front of the rotation starter Montreal has had in a few
years. That would allow guys like Mike Bailey, Alex Lopez, and Chris Brown to
step into more complementary roles. What has happened to Leon Flores with
injuries over the last few years is truly a shame, and it will be interesting to see if
th 28 year old former ace can even hold down a rotation spot this year.
The bullpen looks a bit iffy as well. Matt Hansen and Chris Adkins look like
solid options, but after that there are some questions. Luis Flores has promise,
but struggled last year. Jermaine Clayton will either strike a guy out or allow a
walk or home run. Will George House repeat his effectiveness from a season
ago? Can Cam Palacios re-invent himself as a reliever?
Do any of those questions even matter? Is there a difference between winning 9-5
and 9-4? If there is Montreal could actually improve a bit this season. If not,
Montreal will simply be good rather than great. This is a dangerous team. I don’t
see much in the minors that would allow John to make a move to add another top
starter. Actually, when I don’t see much in Montreal’s minors I expect Callahan
to start moving older pieces to look to the future, but I don’t think this is the year
he does it.
Prediction: 92-70
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Charm City Jimmies
General Manager: Brandon Slouck

Last Season: 96-66
Post Season: Lost in Landis to
Louisville in six games
Runs Scored: 816
Runs Allowed: 721

New Faces
SP Jorge Stanza
RP Dillon Foster
C Sam Adams
2B Chris Workman

Players Gone
SP Yan Heijnan
SP Chester Kipling
RP Felix Leon
2B Jaeic Dalyell
DH Brian Whitten

“Since joining the league as an expansion team, the Jimmies have exceeded expectations at every step of the way. The team has
improved every season, and last season, it took 163 games to earn the team’s first playoff berth. Not this year.”
2032.11 - Kings of the Atlantic

The first expansion team to make the playoffs just became the first to do it twice, and the first to reach a
Landis Series. There’s no reason to think that the 2033 edition of the Charm City Jimmies can’t become
the first to win consecutive division titles and perhaps a league championship. Brandon Slouck has
methodically built and added to the team that we first saw an embryonic form of after his masterful
expansion draft. With the notable exception of Savage Salazar, a brilliantly timed free agent overpay,
the core members of this team are all expansion draftees or subsequent draftees. The list includes Egbert
Behner. Don Logan, Bartolo Ortiz, Desiderius Kirschbaum, and Aubrey Anderson, but doesn’t stop
there. The Charm city expansion pipeline will soon churn out Norberto Leon and in a couple years
Cesar Aguilar.
The result of this carefully managed buildup is a young talented offense that looks solid for years.
Logan, Ortiz, Salazar and Anderson form a core anyone would be happy with. Trade pickup Tubby
Soto provides that up the middle defensive anchor. Maximo Quezada may be the most underrated
center fielder in the league. This a solid offensive group that topped 800 runs for a reason last year. A
full season of Bartolo Ortiz can only improve that. He will definitely absorb the loss of former DH
Brian Whitten. Slouck also clearly prioritizes defense, as he has good to elite defenders at every
position. The one monkey wrench could be newly acquire 2B Chris Workman. Workman’s batting
numbers will likely rebound now that he has been liberated from the batter’s purgatory that is California,
but he plays marginal defense. Will his elite OBP skills and surrounding elite defenders make his
acquisition a good one? As someone who clearly doesn’t have a horse in the race, I’ll bet yes.
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The pitching staff is lead by Egbert
Behner, who at least one rival GM
considers the best pitcher in the
Johnson League. Behner is fresh off
his first Nebraska Golden arm award,
and should challenge for the honor
for years. After him however, the
staff lacks another top end arm.
Norberto Leon looks ready to step
up, and the Arturo’s Reyes and Cruz
are solid enough back end parts, but
this group will have trouble replacing
the (over)production they received
from Yan Heijnan and Chester
Kipling last year.
The bullpen on the other hand should
help make up for some of the
rotation’s shortcomings. Tony Heny,
Dillon Young, Wilmot Schlondorff,
Jeff French, and Tim Waller are all
reliable arms, and will do a fine job
of holding leads.
After their Landis run a year ago, the
Jimmies are clearly one of the teams
to beat in the Johnson League
Atlantic. It will be them or Montreal.
This is a well-rounded club, whose
only weakness is a slightly thin
starting rotation. They are also set
up to compete for the next half
decade or more, and will be fun to
watch.
Prediction: 91-71
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Jacksonville Hurricanes
General Manager: Tyler Simmons
Last Season: 85-77
Post Season: Lost in Doubleday to
Charm City in seven games
Runs Scored: 871
Runs Allowed: 804

New Faces
P John Woods
1B Patrick Lue
CF Leon Sandcastle
SS Edgardo Pagan

Players Gone
SP Jesus Paez
SP Billy Chapel Jr.
RP Juan Urdino
RP Ron Wilson
C Dave Robertson
3B Owen Stark
OF Benjamin Franklin Pierce

“In a year when the pitching was supposed to be improved, the Hurricane offense went out and stole the show, putting the broken down
pitching staff on their collective backs and hauling the team across the finish line for the club's 4th straight playoff appearance.”
Tropical Tidbits 32.08 - Chicks Dig the Long Ball

In what seems to be turning into an annual tradition, the Jacksonville Hurricanes stumbled out of the
gate in 2032. Largely, this was the fault of an underachieving and inconsistent pitching staff. The
offense on the other hand absolutely carried this club and is one of the finest in the Brewster.
Heading into 2033, the situation from last year seems, if anything, magnified. The players the club lost
were largely backups or ineffective, and the big add has to be aging but still impressive CF Leon
Sandcastle. In a way, Sandcastle fits perfectly into Jacksonville’s collection of superstar hitters, many of
whom struggle with injuries at times. This is a deep, versatile, and talented group, so when the
inevitable injury strikes Rutledge, Chavez, or Hahn this year (personally I bet it’s Noburu’s turn),
Simmons will be able to slide the parts around and lose little potency.
A more interesting singing is that of Patrick Lue. If this would allow Jacksonville to get Rutledge off
first, it seems like a solid move, but DH is blocked by the excellent Bertram Hahn. Some people think
Lue can play third. I don’t. Because he can’t. Not well enough anyway to justify moving Noburo to
left, where he would knock better defender and similar-to-Lue bat James Braddock out of the lineup.
On the other hand, with this kind of position redundancy, the Hurricanes are primed to make a move to
add pitching, which they sorely need. Tully Crow is older and rickety-er (which I just made a word),
and already hurt to start this year. Jesus Tonche seems to be slowing a bit. After that the like of Mario
Mendez, Mark Totten, Ruben Nunez and Luis Manuel Torres strike fear in absolutely no one. They
aren’t bad pitchers, just all trying to fit into shoes one size too big. This group is good enough to win
with the kind of offense support they will receive, but won’t steal many games. Another front of the
rotation arm would go a long way towards getting the Hurricanes back in the postseason. Aces don’t
come cheap, though. Does Simmons move one of his big bats for an arm? He’ll have to, because the
farm is getting fairly devoid of talent at this point.
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The late inning situation
isn’t much better. The
bullpen ends nicely at
Markert, but the collection
of arms before him all
struggle with the long ball
or the free pass, both of
which can be deadly late in
games. This group could
gel and become an effective
unit, or be an absolute
disaster. I suspect that you
will see both at times.
Inconsistency is the word
for this group, outside of
Markert.
After their nice stretch run
following a slow start, one
might expect a rosier
outlook for this team in
2033. However, there are
some serious warts on this
pitching staff. Teams that
allow 800 runs are in no
ways locks for the
postseason, and this staff is
not better than last year’s in
any meaningful way. Tyler
Simmons absolutely has the
chops to make a move to
fix this problem, whether
the pitcher he needs will
become available is another
question.
Without a change, I expect
to see this group in the mid
80 win range, in the playoff
hunt late in the year, but by
no means a sure thing.
Prediction: 85-77
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Brooklyn Robins
General Manager: Alan Ehlers
Last Season: 81-81
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 769
Runs Allowed: 785

New Faces
SP Jon Chandler
SP Mario Gonzales

Players Gone
SP Phillip Morris
RP Flint Colbert
1B Fernando Moreno
SS Calvin Clohessy
RF Francisco Flores

“One by one, pitchers applied for the job as closer without success. Then one day Corey Jackson stepped up to embrace the Robins
cursed position.”
Robins Roundup 2032/9

Ah Brooklyn. A team I never get right. Well, at least last year no one else did. Alan Ehlers’ team
should not have won 81 games last year. They had no starting pitching, no pen, and a middling offense.
That, Brewsterinos is a 70 win team. So that’s the question here. Do the notable additions and
improving young talent this club has improve their record in 2033, or do they simply perform as
expected?
It’s hard to argue that Jon Chandler and Mario Gonzales won’t make any rotation better. Considered a
big gamble at the time of the move, some of the risk has diminished as the pair has made it to the spring
without any apparent further decline in talent. Both could be washed up at any moment, but for now
they give the Robins anywhere from 5-8 wins they didn’t have at the front of the rotation last year. Jose
Morales should slot in as the third guy behind them, and is good candidate to post better numbers with
less pressure on him. Juan Jose Fuentes likely earns a spot, and after that there are multiple candidates
to take the fifth spot in the rotation. This could end up being a solid, if not eye-popping group, and is a
tremendous improvement over last season’s staff. The Robins bullpen is still a collection of
flamethrowers with great stuff, that either can’t hit the broad side of a barn or like to hang breaking
balls, or both, and will blow their share of games.
If you’re going to win with smoke and mirrors, you have to play great defense, and Alan’s club should
do just that. His offense is a collection of slick fielding interchangeable parts that should once again be
near the top of the league in defensive efficiency. The problem with the lineup is that is lacks thump.
Outside of DH Enrique Salazar, who seems to have lost a little bat speed, there isn’t a home run hitter in
the bunch. OF Henry Rectenberg looks like a nice gap hitter/20 dinger guys, but he’s the next best thing
to a middle of the order bat in the group. Now, Alan set up his park for slap hitters to thrive, and he has
those in droves. Holden Blackwell should again be among the league leaders in average. Tony
Gustafson’s glove is so good that his single only bat will play. Alvin Dickinson, Hector Smith, and
Francisco Chacon are nice bats. This seems like a group that could surprise you at times, but could have
some futile stretches as well.
Screw it. I’m bullish on the Robins this year. Probably because I’m a predictable pitching a defense
guy. I’ll be the staff holds up, the pen gets sorted out into something respecting acceptability, and the
offense clicks. Some guy on a podcast that sounds suspiciously like me said he thought this was still a
losing team. That guy’s a jackass.
Prediction 83-79
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Rockville Pikemen
General Manager: Aaron Weiner

Last Season: 71-91
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 703
Runs Allowed: 745

New Faces
LF Ralph Benson

Players Gone
RP Joey Budding
CF Jorge Vargas

""We didn't want to be linked just because we have the same name in our name," said Delgado in an interview. "We wanted to be linked
by pork and mustard sausage."
Wise Kraken 42.2032: Gabriels Partner Up

The newly formed Rockville Pikemen are a team on the verge of a breakout. A deliberate rebuilding
process by GM Aaron Weiner has yielded a young talented core of batters and pitchers around which to
build for the next half decade at least. What one always wonders with these types of teams, is when
with the ball start rolling? Often, a team on the precipice like this needs a bit of a push. Deciding when
to make that nudge is a key job of a rebuilding GM.
Any conversation about the Pikemen’s pitchers has to start with Arthur Dempster. At 24, Dempster
looks ready to take a big step forward. He’s a good bet to win at least one Nebraska over the next 5
years, and odds are this is the season he throws hit hat in the race. After him you have Paul Georges,
Bob Coleman, and Lucas Meech, who are solid arms in their own right. Mainstay Juan Perez is still
kicking around. To have a truly good staff, this club will need another front of the rotation arm, and
unless a guy like Fernando Marquez or Robbie van Mierlo figures out his change-up, that player isn’t in
their system. Fortunately, they have the cap space and money to buy that player in free agency.
As Marquez and van Mierlo look more like bullpen options at this point, this pen could be one of the
best in the league, even after the excellent Rafael Mata is gone. Leonardo Gomez is a dominant relief
arm,. Sean Spits and Aaron Campbell are reliable options. I suppose there is a silver lining to having
some of your top end starting pitching fail to fully develop.
Offensively this club has sneakily gotten quite interesting. First baseman Chris Klein is more or less a
bust, but fortunately Mario Guerrer is ready, and Manuel Marino isn’t too far behind. Soupy Xuan and
Oliver Burell are a couple of truly outstanding gloves in the infield (Xuan is a top flight centerfielder as
well) whose bats are reasonable enough. Gabriel Delgado and Chet Gabriel are nice outfield bats.
While Valeri Kharlamov is nowhere near the player he was, he still represents a good second base
option. OBP machine Ralph Benson is a nice free agent pickup for DH. This is by no means a fearsome
offensive unit, but they defend very well and have to ability to get runners on and be pesky.
Given the amount of cap space Aaron had to work with and his relatively quiet free agency, I expect
he’ll be patient this year and make a bigger push in 2034. The problem is, this team may be too talented
already to avoid making noise. There’s enough inexperience for this team to falter, but enough talent to
make a playoff run if the cards fall right.
Prediction: 81-81
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Atlantic City Gamblers
General Manager: Joshua Biddle

Last Season: 91-71
Post Season: Lost in the Cartwright
to Charm City in six.
Runs Scored: 783
Runs Allowed: 725

New Faces
3B Derek Kennedy

Players Gone
CL Alan Dominguez
OF Ray Castillo
OF Adam Parrish
DH Antonio Sanchez

“The Atlantic City Gamblers free agent class for the 2031 season provided mixed results; it remains to be seen what the landscape of the
2032 Atlantic City Gamblers free agent class will be.”
BBBS Enterprises Prepares for 2nd Offseason with AC (2032.1)

Atlantic City GM Joshua Biddle *ahem* gambled big on the 2032 season, handing out exorbitant
contracts to top end starters Eduardo Lopez and Antonio Correa in an attempt to extend the window of
an aging ballclub. It nearly paid off as the team made it to the league championship series before
bowing out. However, the future is of concern, as the team was essentially a non-player in this year’s
free agent signing period, and had to even dump talent to get under the cap. Going forward, it will be
interesting to see if Biddle decides his gambit was worth it.
Lopez and Correa are still on the staff, but look a little less than their 2031 selves. Lopez has lost 4 mph
of velocity, and if he stops there, will still be a top pitcher. If he stops there. Or his arm could fall off
by midseason, at which point he will have the most untradeable contract in the history of the league.
Unless of course that contract belongs to Correa, whose stuff seems to be slipping at 32. Still, this could
a be a good rotation with youngster Dan Cannon giving the team three very good arms.
The bullpen won’t be nearly as strong with Alan Dominguez gone. It’s hard to figure out what Atlantic
City plans as they have THIRTY-THREE pitchers on their spring training roster. It’s also hard to figure
out what the point of that is. If all of those guys get equal time, which that can’t, so they won’t, each
would pitch roughly seven innings this spring. Exactly enough to know nothing. Which I guess is back
to what I know about the state of the Atlantic City bullpen. It doesn’t look good.
The offense took a hit this year too, as arbitration left the club unable to bring back solid corner OF’s
Ray Castillo and Adam Parrish, as well as long time superstar DH Antonio Sanchez. Sanchez is
essentially a shell of his former sell at this point, so this may not hurt too much. There are also other
corner of options in Berserker Chang and Jorge Dominguez. Rafael Bido is still around. He still walks
and clobbers homers. Unheralded third baseman Bucky Dornster is sneaky good and probably the best
position player on this team. The switch hitter does a little bit of everything well. If not Dornster, then
you’d look at Ricardo Hernandez as the future of the Gamblers offense. Hernandez had a standout
season last year and has the wheels to make his swing and miss with a good eye and tons of power
approach work. The team also defends well.
This is a very difficult ballclub to predict. One injury to a starter, or continued decline to Lopez or
Correa could torpedo the season. Two big injuries to key players and this club could lose 90-100 games.
They probably overachieved their talent last year and don’t have as much this year. We all know this
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team is a ticking time bomb. They question is whether they explode this year or next. Or maybe they
implode a tad this year and the wheels fall off in 2034. I’ll go with that.
Prediction 79-83.
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Nashville Goats
General Manager: Ben Teague

Last Season: 59-103
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 802
Runs Allowed: 1019

New Faces
RP Martin Torres

Players Gone
RP Andrew Lewis
1B Stelio Kontos
SS Luis Pendragon
CF Dominic Wyatt

“New GM Ben Teague was not going to be able to impress Halifax fans with sudden winning, so it was incumbent on him to add some
hope for the future. With the trade deadline coming and gone we have to give Teague 3 F's.”
The Hawk Eye 2032.7: Teague Whiffs at Deadline

F. F is for failure. F is for forlorn. F is for F$%K, as in F#$K this franchise is bad.
BAD.
Worse than last year, before the departures of Kontos, Pendragon and Wyatt. This team has exactly one
batter that belongs in a starting role on a big-league franchise. That man, Luis Miguel Carrillo will
likely be gone by mid-season if Teague has anything to say about it.
F is also for future, and the future of the Goats’ pitching staff seems to at least be in the organization.
It’s hard to believe Sancho Delgado is still around and only 33, but he seems to be in his decline phase.
The good news is that arms like Adam Barnard, Juan Nicto, Guillermo Martinez, Armando Figuero,
Peter Grady, and Stephen Clulow are looking close to ready. They aren’t ready now however, and this
will still be a mediocre to poor pitching staff. F is the first letter in frustrating as well, which is how new
Goats fans will feel about this team’s late inning losses due to its combination of poor offense, poor
defense, and a mediocre pen.
F is for failure. This team will again fail to win 62 games. With their offense and defense, it doesn’t
matter if the pitching is improved. You can’t win if you can’t hit or catch the ball.
F is for freezing.
There isn’t much else to say about the Nashville Goats at this point. They aren’t very good. They are in
fact quite bad. So instead let’s talk about Nashville. ……. Nashville, IL, which is where I was the
weekend before I wrote this. Camping. In weather that was below freezing. For some reason we’ve
been doing this every year for almost ten years now. There’s something fun about building a giant fire
and drinking until you are warm.
That and suffering with friends.
F is for friends.
Prediction: 58-104
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JL Southern
Las Vegas has now won a division title in seven of the last eight seasons. After the
injuries to San Antonio’s top two starters, Vegas is so much better than the rest of their
division that to pick anyone else to win the JLS would be ludicrous. They should win
this division in a runaway.
Only two teams in this division not run by Matt Rectenwald have the rosters to make an
impact. New Orleans should bounce back from an injury devastated 2032 and could
win quite a few more games than I’m projecting. It’s just hard to call much more than a
15 game swing based solely on health and the development of their young arms. Havana
is the other up and coming team in this division. They need pitching help, but could
ride a robust lineup to a wild card spot.
Injuries have already derailed the seasons of San Antonio and Phoenix. Both teams lost
their aces for the year before the season started. San Antonio was already missing their
number two. It’s a real shame for the Outlaws as this was likely the last season of the
Nelson Ramirez/Juan Jose Ornelas era. Phoenix had an outside shot at a wild card this
year, but without Ignacio Rodriguez will have to wit until next year, as their pitching
gets quite weak after him. Phoenix at least has a bright future, even if that future isn’t
now.
Hawaii and Huntsville will finish at the bottom of this division, despite being teams
headed in different directions. The Tropics are a few pieces and some youth
development away from moving up. Huntsville on the other hand is in free fall, as the
salary cap and aging have strangle the life out of this proud franchise.
So yeah. Ho-hum. Another Vegas division title. Still, there are some sub-plots. Can
New Orleans recover from last year’s disaster? Is Havana actually good? Are San
Antonio and Phoenix as dead in the water as they appear? Stay tuned Brewketeers.
PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
101
Las Vegas
89
New Orleans
84
Havana
80
San Antonio
74
Phoenix
70
Huntsville
67
Hawaii

2032

L
61
73
78
82
88
92
95

W
100
73
75
93
66
73
69

L
62
89
87
69
96
89
93

RS
891
806
784
681
764
803
651

RA
722
822
883
629
896
830
777
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Las Vegas Hustlers
General Manager: Matt Rectenwald

Last Season: 100-62
Post Season: Lost in the Doubleday
to Atlantic City in 5
Runs Scored: 891
Runs Allowed: 722

New Faces
RP Eric Trujillo
3B Diego Moreno

Players Gone
SP Coop Estes
RP Augusto Cruz
RP Mauro Valentin

“Joey Budding (2 - 3, 5.21 ERA, 1.47 WHIP, 19 K) had a minor injury, so we put him on the 7-day DL. Did I mention how much I love
the 7-day DL???? Really, it's like the best idea ever.”
WHIV 2032.4- Quiet....But Not So Quiet

News flash. Las Vegas is good. Again. They could easily win 100 games again. For the four hundred
seventieth season in a row. Essentially this is the same team as last year, except that they have a shot at
better health for some key players, namely their best starter and best bat, who both missed significant
chunks of time last year. Did I mention they won 100 games last year? Without their best pitcher and
batter?
If I wasn’t too lazy to find it, I’d just cut and past the same piece I
wrote in 2029 or 2030 about Alfredo Martinez, Hank Brewer, Jack
Gulliver, Juan Sweetworld, Gervasio Ridder and co. By the way,
the “and co.” portion of that groups isn’t chumps. Switch hitting
corner OF Jerome Pichon will likely hit a thousand homers. I
actually cut the mighty Las Vegas Hustlers’ starting shortstop of
2033, Kaoru Kouda from my minor league system. Because I’m
stupid.
The pitching staff has at least changed since I last previewed this
team. Vets like Coop Estes and Phillip Morris are old and cruddy
and gone. For anyone else, losing a bunch of all-star starters would
be a loss. Not Recte. He just replaced them with Sam Romero,
Jesus Ramos, Julio Velasco, and Hack Chang. Good grief. He
doesn’t even have enough rotation spots to pitch both Hirotada
Miura and Pierre Legrand, who would be number three starters on
about half the teams I just reviewed. So one of those guys will be in
the pen with Hiroyuki Rin, Shaun Huber, and Augate Balan.
Welcome to your 100 win 2033 Las Vegas Hustlers folks. New
year, same old boot on your neck. At least they are only average
defensively. But hey, they won’t win the Landis, because they
apparently aren’t allowed to.
Prediction: 101-61
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New Orleans Crawdads
General Manager: Jim Roberts

Last Season: 73-89
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 806
Runs Allowed: 822

New Faces
RP Jose Gutierrez
2B John Aguilera
CF Jorge Vargas

Players Gone
SP Luis Espinoza
SP Jorge Ortiz
P Fernando Pena
2B Fred Hernandez

“Tensions are high in New Orleans. After missing the playoffs for the second straight year, there seems to be more brewing under the
surface.”
Crawdad Chronicles 32.03 - Pedro Canales Demands Trade

The New Orleans Crawdads were utterly decimated by starting pitching injuries last season. Among
others, the team’s top two arms in Freddy Delgado and Miguel Datiz missed the entire season. Freddy
Delgado looks to be back and as strong as ever. Datiz? No so much. The 31-year-old former Nebraska
winner is still throwing hard, but seems to be having difficulty generating much break on his pitches.
However, New Orleans has won year after year (at least prior to the last tow) because GM Jim Roberts
maintains a strong pipeline of young talent, and some of these kids look ready to step up.
The starting pitching should be tremendous. Delgado looks fantastic, and kids like Dave Martin, Hector
Amaral, and Sergio Franco seems to have developed in response to their increased roles last season.
Javier Venegas looks close as well. The bullpen should have no trouble keeping leads with Luis Ortega,
Rafael Morales, and Jose Gutierrez pitching the important innings. This staff should have no problem
improving significantly from the make of 822 runs allowed last year, maybe by as much as 70 runs.
One thing that should help with staff is improved defense up the middle. Reynaldo Ruiz has a terrific
glove at short. While this team has several options at second, none hit so well that they are more likely
to play than John Aguilera at second. The Crawdads signed Jorge Vargas to play center field this year,
and while he may not be able to stick at that position long team, for 2033 at least he is an upgrade.
On the hitting side of things, this team returns some nice bats. Mark Dempsey is 30 now, but plays a
reasonably strong 3B and has 30-40 HR power. One does wonder how long he will be able to keep 22year-old Yancy Cravat from taking his job. Arthur Norris still has all-star potential in right. 1B Luke
Pratt is coming into his own. Catcher Hsin Mei is a breakout year away from superstardom. There are
solid depth power bats like Juan Parra and Jeff Mason. Vargas will help from an OBP standpoint. This
is a deep power hitting lineup.
If you have to pick a team to post a big turnaround season, pick the New Orleans Crawdads. They
massively underachieved their run differential last season on top of getting creamed by injuries. This is
probably the second best team in the JL Southern.
Prediction 89-73
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Havana Sugar Kings
General Manager: Randy Weigand

Last Season: 75-87
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 784
Runs Allowed: 883

New Faces
SP Jody Nunez
SP Manuel Pena
SP Ernie Kinney
SS Luis Gonzales
RF Robert Gowron

Players Gone
SP Charlie Iron-Knife
SP Lee Morgan
SP Edris Mtume
SP Mei-shan Ngui
SP Chris Brown
SS Jesus Flores
SS Jesus Rojas
LF Javier Javier

“In a development that could only be seen as miraculous, the Sugar King pitching staff not only maintained their stellar start from week
1, but actually improved. Unfortunately all gains were negated by the offense taking a week-long collective siesta.”
Havana Herald 2032.6

Look at that mascot, Randy. How could you ever think about leaving that guy all alone in poor Havana?
That thing’s a work of art! Am I serious you ask? Who knows? What you can know is that the Sugar
Kings, in what may be their last year in Havana, are poised to post their first plus .500 record since the
franchise moved to Havana nearly a decade ago.
Once a team riddled with position redundancy, this year’s Sugar Kings boast a deep, potent lineup.
Middle of the order bats like Reece Wareham and Alberto Goana are surrounded by versatile
complementary bats like CF Abdelwhabe Kamade, LF Sheldon Cooper, RF Captain Joyride, and 2B
Luis Pendragon. This team defends and runs well, and has no real holes on offense. They have the
depth to handle injury well. This is also a young core, which should be able to allow the Sugar Kings, or
whatever they call themselves in the future, to compete for years.
The pitching staff hasn’t made as much progress, but is a far cry from the collection of has-beens and
never-were’s the team used to run out there. Jody Nunez isn’t really an ace, but he’s a solid front of the
rotation guy. If one of Jon Reed, Ernie Kinney, Manuel Pena, or Feliciano Rafael fails, there are options
like Fergy Gibby and Noonien Soong in the pen. After Wally Lopez, this club lacks top end bullpen
talent, but has a number of marginal start types whose stuff could play up in the pen. This group is
alright, but even if they can knock 80 runs off last season’s total, they’re still and 800 run allowed staff,
which would be bottom half in the league.
I anticipate pitching struggles for Havana, but despite them they can push for a wild card spot in a
somewhat weak division. Any major injuries to the pitching staff could be devastating, and I wonder if
Weigand will make another trade for a top end starter if one becomes available.
Prediction: 84-78
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San Antonio Outlaws
General Manager: Mike Calvaruso

Last Season: 93-69
Post Season: Lost in the
Geoghegan to Jacksonville in 3
Runs Scored: 681
Runs Allowed: 629

New Faces
SP Jose Cisneros
CF Miguel Gil
RF Juan Fernandez
RF Jorge Rodriguez
DH Brian Whitten

Players Gone
2B John Aguilera
CF James Cunningham
RF Robert Gowron
DH Frank Thomas III

“It's no secret that we have been hunting for offense.”
The Outlaw Chronicles 2032-3 Outlaws Deal for FTIII

*Sigh* This could have been a banner year for the Outlaws. Last year they rode a veteran pitching staff
complemented by a scrappy, defensively spectacular set of position players to a 93 win season. 2033
was supposed to be a last hurrah for legends Nelson Ramirez and Juan Jose Ornelas. The Outlaws farm
system has finally begun to produce some bats to complement its excellent pitching. Instead, Nelson
Ramirez just tore an elbow tendon, and his season is done. With John Wick already out for the majority
of the year, the Outlaws’ outlook is decidedly downcast.
Surprisingly (or perhaps not if you’ve been following Mike Calvaruso’s teams), what’s left of the
pitching staff is alright. Ornelas is starting to look very old and scary, but could still be a reliable starter
this year. Elliot Buckland took a step forward last year and will need to continue to improve now more
than ever. Juan Rodriguez is still around and dependable for back of the rotation innings, and Angel
Delgado isn’t a bad fifth starter option. Recently signed Jose Cisneros now looks like the favorite to
take the last spot in the rotation.
Jonathan Bowen, Cesar Martinez, Chris Dougherty, and Javier Ortiz aren’t a bullpen core that I’d want
to rely on, but they’ve more than gotten the job done for the Outlaws for the past few years. Despite the
injuries, this is still an okay pitching staff. The problem is, San Antonio relied on an EXCEPTIONAL
staff to offset it’s intensely mediocre hitting.
That hitting may end up a bit better than last year’s, despite the loss of Little Hurt and Robert Gowron.
Jorge Rodriguez adds a nice OBP element the Outlaws had lacked, although he’ll hurt their D a tad.
Thirty-three year-old Brian Whitten can still hit a little, and incumbent Outlaws Antonio Tobias and
Dale Jones are decent power bats. The contributions of rookie 3B Dan Norman and LF Paul Warren
will determine a lot about how far this team gets.
Sadly, I don’t think San Antonio will be able to overcome the loss of Ramirez. Wick was hard enough
and with Ornelas showing his age, they just don’t have the horses to win like they have in the past. This
is a last place offense, and without their typical first place pitching staff, it won’t get the job done.
Before the Ramirez injury (and realizing Wick was out until September), I had them set for another 90
win season and playoff appearance. Now, they may struggle to see .500.
Prediction: 80-82
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Phoenix Talons
General Manager: Sean Marko

Last Season: 66-96
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 764
Runs Allowed: 896

New Faces
SP Billy Chapel Jr.
RP Emilio Sanchez
CF Domenic Wyatt

Players Gone
SP Cap Morgan
SS Gilberto Keating

“We will continue our Team News boycott as long as the team sucks. And from the looks of it, that will be a long, long time. We really
don't blame the fans for losing interest. Frankly the team is not that interesting to watch, much less write about.”
2032-04: Talons Team News Boycott Continues

The Phoenix Talons may have been boring to watch last year, but they’ll be boring too watch this year,
too. Well, maybe not boring. How about frustrating? This is another team on the verge of a breakout.
In the not too distant future, Sean Marko’s team will have five players on the roster who could hit fifty
home runs in any given year. That’s an impressive collection of power bats. One or two of them can
actually catch baseballs, too. Unfortunately for this season, those bats likely need another year of
seasoning before this offense really gets going. When it does, it will be extremely dangerous, but for
now it won’t be good enough to support what looks to be a weak pitching staff, especially when you
factor in the loss of ace Ignacio Rodriguez for the season.
The IRod injury is really what pumped the brakes on the 2033 Talons season. Before he went down,
this was a team that could make a playoff push if things went the right way, but now they’ll need a lot
more luck. What’s left of the pitching staff just isn’t that inspiring.
Lefty junkballer Martin Ssempa is starting to look like he may have lost his edge. His FIP has climbed
in four straight years, and rumor has it he’s throwing what look like BP fastballs this spring. Harry
Considine was brought back but has also been slightly less effective each of the last couple season and
you wonder if the 35 year old has much left in the tank. Jose Trujillo is okay as a back of the rotation
guy, but with the Rodriguez injury, it looks like the Talons will have to pitch Billy Chapel Jr. That is
not going to go well. Some would argue that Chapel was better than his ERA last year. They might be
right, but he’s throwing an 86 MPH fastball that most teenagers could hit. If you’ve noticed a trend
towards older, declining starters (and IROD will be 31 when he comes back from injury next year),
you’re on to something.
This is the biggest concern about Phoenix’s build. Who is going to pitch for them from 2034 on when
all of these young bats are shining?
There are a couple nice looking arms that are reasonably close to the bigs in Alexandre Reynard and
Bob Corrigan, but two starters does not a pitching staff make. Maybe they go with the Montreal model
and just score six runs per game.
There’s one big difference however between this offense and Montreal’s. Phoenix can’t catch or throw
the baseball. Oliver Medrano is an acceptable defensive 2B at best, and will be gone soon. (Note to
Marko, maybe play Zap Martinez at second in the minors this year? You don’t need any more OF and
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he looks like a Zimmer candidate
at second). Tu Fu Yong, while
appropriately nicknamed “Beast”,
will never be more than an
adequate glove at short. They
don’t have a centerfielder. FA
signee Dominic Wyatt is not one.
Mario Deortiz is such a bad
outfielder that while he could
easily hit 50 homers, he’ll wipe
out at least half of his offensive
value if he plays left. Martin
Marin isn’t ready this year, but
when he is, he’ll be a subpar
defensively. So that’s another
real concern.
When all these guys are playing,
will Marko have to punt offense at
two or three other positions just to
catch the baseball?
It’s not all doom and gloom. This
team will be a playoff contender
very soon. I just don’t see it
happening this year. They should
improve on last year’s 66 win
finish. They’ll just hit too much
not to.
Prediction: 74-88
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Huntsville Phantoms
General Manager: Scott Murphy
Last Season: 73-89
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 803
Runs Allowed: 830

New Faces
RP Mario Lopez
3B Andre Wellington
RF Juan Cruz

Players Gone
RP Jose Gutierrez
DH Ed Curry

“DH Ed Curry - He could play 1B or RF but I wouldn't recommend it.”
Huntsville 2032 trade block....

Bleeding to death is bad. Seems obvious, but someone needs to tell the Huntsville Phantoms. Over the
past few seasons, the one-time juggernaut has last player after player to age and/or free agency without
getting any tangible return. There are too many players on this team making more money than they
should, and it’s killing them. Instead of being able to talk to their own players in free agency or sign
them to extensions, they are paying Dave Wilfer (who they traded for) nearly13 million. They just
signed Gerardo Guzman, an already declining 3.5 WAR shortstop to an 80 million dollar extension.
Why? Also, when you can’t sign your key free agents, why bring in the ghosts of Andre Wellington and
Juan Cruz this free agent period. Huntsville has all the hallmarks of a rickety old boat that has sprung a
million leaks. In the long run, trying to plug those holes is ALWAYS a worse option at this point than
looking for a new boat.
This offense is a wreck. Ed Curry, Fernando Moreno, and it feels like a million other guys are missing
from the once vaunted Phantom offense. Jean-Luc Lacaze is still a nice player, but isn’t a center fielder
anymore. Dave Wilfer is overpaid, but an okay hitter. Ditto for Carp Guzman. Jim Miranda looks
earmarked to regress. Don’t get me wrong, this can be a middling to poor group this year, but the
writing is on the wall. They can’t defend either.
The starting pitching is decent enough. Gerardo Fajardo, Jose Cavazos, Feliple Baez, and Steve Riley
are a solid core. There isn’t an ace among the group, but there might be three number two’s. Bob
Sanderson continues to build his resume as one of the greatest closers of all time. The rest of the pen is
underwhelming.
If you look at this team, it’s at best a .500 club right now. SP Heinrich Peithner is the only young player
of note on the team. Everyone else is 26-30. Huntsville has two choices. Try to win with this club and
play another 6-8 players that could be turned into reasonable trade chips into nothing, or simply blow it
up and accelerate the inevitable rebuild. Bleed to death slowly and painfully or just swallow the pill and
end it. I know which I’d choose. I picked two teams to improve dramatically this year, so someone has
to absorb those losses.
Prediction: 70-92
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Hawaii Tropics
General Manager: Mike Bieschke
New Faces
SP Charlie Iron-Knife
SP Lee Morgan
SS Lucas Bourdon
RF Ned Breur

Last Season: 69-93
Post Season: DNQ
Runs Scored: 651
Runs Allowed: 777

Players Gone
RP Enrico Franco

“Desperation. Not a word you like to hear when one is speaking about your favorite team.”
2032/3 Desperation?

It’s says a lot when you can’t decide whether to include any players for the “new faces” or “players
gone” section of the header. Hawaii did not gain or lose anyone from their big league roster that
matters. There just isn’t much top end talent on this team’s roster. The overall situation looks a little
better than when I made jokes about train wrecks in Hawaii a couple years ago, but a competitive big
league club is steal a ways away.
On the pitching side there are some decent young arms like Dean Oulton, Liam Massey and Lawrence
Stokes. There are a handful of reasonable other young relief options, but the high end talent like Charlie
Iron-Knife and Lee Morgan aren’t that close. Matt Mills, Viacheslev Vasilyev, and German Traado
could really net this team some return if they chose to sell to any of the horribly pitching starved teams
in the JL. Somehow Chris Lee and Floyd Carter are alive and pitching in Hawaii again. That’s kind of
neat.
Offensively this team is probably slightly better than it appears. Rich
Ayers and Michael Durham are nice enough corner OF bats. Julio
Torror is okay. There’s just no one scary in this lineup. It’s hard to
believe Joe Wilcox is only 33 this year. It seems like he’s been in
Hawaii forever. It also seems like age is finally catching up to him.
Ditto for Paul Backstrom. Defensively this team is solid, if
unspectacular.
All in all, this preview capsule is fairly short, because I just can’t find
much to say about this team.
They won’t compete.
They look relatively similar to last year.
I don’t think they are 100 loss bad, but they won’t win 70 games.
Looks like another rebuilding year.
Prediction: 67-95
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FL Heartland
In one of the most heavily contested divisions in the BBA, emerging victorious and
getting the first round bye is just the beginning. After all, this division was projected last
year as a three-way dead heat between Louisville, Yellow Springs, and Madison, with all
three teams projected to make the playoffs. That’s exactly what happened, with
Louisville ultimately winning the Landis Memorial Series over Charm City. The big
surprise last year was not seeing those teams battle it out for glory, but the rise of the
Twin Cities River Monsters. I think this division is closer together this year than it was
last year.
In fact, I’m projecting possible falloffs from all three of last year’s 94+ win teams.
Louisville gave themselves a significant rotation downgrade this year, and while I’m
keeping their 94-win projection I could see them dropping to 90. Yellow Springs isn’t
likely to lead the league in offense again, as they had huge contributions from all of their
role players. Madison overachieved more than any other team in the BBA, and I’m
dropping their projection closer to their Pythagorean record last year. I still like
Madison a little better than Yellow Springs this year, but other than Louisville, I don’t
think any of these teams are surefire locks for the playoffs by themselves.
I’m also projecting Twin Cities to be in it until October again, and don’t be shocked to
see the River Monsters dancing in the Geoghegan: this is clearly a team on the rise, if
lacking the overall organizational power of the Sluggers. While I can see Omaha rising
to a winning record this year, especially if Des Moines and Indy are worse than I think,
there are just too many better teams right now in the Frick League for them to make the
playoffs. Des Moines’ pitching and Indy’s entire team should keep them out of the
playoffs.
This is a division with a lot of intrigue this year, and there are a lot of teams here that
could fall off the table. We’ll have to watch this one closely.

PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
94
Louisville
91
Madison
89
Yellow Springs
86
Twin Cities
77
Mexico City
71
Des Moines
65
Omaha

2032

L
68
71
73
76
85
91
97

W
94
98
95
85
76
67
69

L
68
64
67
77
86
95
93

RS
839
836
866
850
707
665
732

RA
671
772
685
832
734
831
822
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Louisville Sluggers
General Manager: Stu Hopkins

Last Season: 94-68, wild card
Post Season: Won 2nd BBA title
Runs Scored: 839
Runs Allowed: 671

New Faces
CL Alan Dominquez
DH Ed Curry
DH Ricardo Guzman

Players Gone
SP Mario Gonzalez
SP John Chandler
CF Leon Sandcastle

“Most of the credit goes to Louisville's Genius GM, but some of the players' have played their own small part...”
2032.06 25th ROUND PICK given starting rotation opportunity

Louisville’s second BBA title in three years begins to spark obvious and rather trite questions about
potential dynasties...even outside of the Genius’ mind. However, for Louisville to be a dynasty, they’ll
have to overcome perhaps their boldest move yet. The Sluggers dealt away 2/5 of perhaps the best
starting rotation in the BBA this offseason, dealing Jon Chandler and Mario Gonzalez to the Brooklyn
Robins for a prospect. The move saved the team tens of millions of dollars, but leaves unfortunate
questions about their contender status in everyone’s mind. Can the Sluggers overcome themselves to
win yet another title?
Well, as the magic 8 ball might say, outlook good, since the Sluggers have a rotation that looks as if they
didn’t trade anyone at all. Abe Colbert and Anastasio Quintana have been rock-solid rotation members
for quite some time; the pair combined for 33 wins last year, 31 in 2031 and 29 in 2030. Ramon Garza
probably isn’t quite as good as his dominant 2032 season (a massive 5.7 WAR), but he should be fine.
Felipe Murillo has never had a full season starting, but he looks potentially dominant if he can stay
healthy. Young Kevin Morales had serious problems with the long ball last year, but there’s every
expectation that he’ll be much better than he was last year. The team has a ton of depth at starting
pitcher too, with players like Abel Gibson and Marcos Diaz not even in the rotation. Louisville also
addressed a big need by adding reliever Alan Dominguez this offseason, as the pen looks mostly
serviceable but hardly dominant.
Offensively, losing Leon Sandcastle will be a big deal for the Sluggers, but they might be able to
overcome the loss with the addition of Ed Curry. It’s worth cautioning that Louisville could fall back
offensively in a lot of areas: Shag Hopkins’ 32 homers and Jaime Ramirez’s .300 average, for example.
William Gelinas isn’t going to replace Sandcastle. And while Louisville made a shrewd move by
signing Ricardo Guzman to platoon with Curry, Curry himself had his best season last year at 29 years
old. Players like Sean Maguire and Mike Barnett could actually be better, though, and we don’t know
where Fernando Cruz’ ceiling is, so there’s hope for advancement.
The rotation is clearly in the top third of all BBA teams and there’s every chance for this team to allow
the least runs in the Frick League again. However, the Sluggers are clearly gambling with fate. A third
place finish in runs allowed paired with fifth in runs scored ought to put them into the playoffs, though,
and it would be a pretty fair stretch to call Louisville out before October.
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Yellow Springs Nine
General Manager: Ron Collins

Last Season: 95-67, wild card
Post Season: Lost in Geoghegan
Runs Scored: 866
Runs Allowed: 685

New Faces
OF Francisco Flores

Players Gone
None

“With the Nine’s season officially at its close, ex-superstar Bo Jordan has stepped forward to publicly announce he’s actively pursuing
purchasing the team from absent current owner John Little.”
9-Lives: 32.086 – Jordan Confirms “I Want In”

The Yellow Springs Nine have become a perennial contender after long-term struggles, breaking out
offensively last year and finishing with the top offense in the Frick League. The lineup appears rock
solid and the rotation features former Steve Nebraska winners Jose Chavez (still just 30 years old!) and
Lawrence Columbus LaLoosh. However, the team is highly dependent on their stars, and while it’s
foreseeable that the Nine will find their sixth consecutive playoff spot in October, one shouldn’t simply
write them into the dance.
Usually we’d use this space to start praising their top starters, but the Nine ran on their offense last year.
Lucas McNeill proved that it hardly matters what position he plays with a virtuoso performance we’ve
come to expect. Aaron Stone was massive in his debut. And yet, there’s no obvious third performer.
For example, Victor Guerra hit 31 homers last year with a .285 average; his previous best OPS before
his .908 mark last year was .712; even his best minor league OPS was .880 for a full year. JJ McQuade
feels like he’s playing over his head offensively. Ditto Francisco Delgado, whose .860 OPS was a very
pleasant surprise. All of the secondary performers on this team might add up again, but they might not,
too.
The rotation is also not as impressive as last year’s third place finish would suggest. Sure, Chavez and
LaLoosh are awesome, but Chavez’ low stamina consistently limits his upside. Alberto Sanchez has
been better than his tools for years and may have finally started the downside of his career. Rick Ward
was injured last year, and hasn’t looked like the same guy in spring training. Even Randall Thomas
might have overachieved last year.

After 95 wins and a fifth straight playoff appearance, it would have to be utterly insane to predict that
the Yellow Springs Nine falls back far enough to fall out of the playoffs, especially since they didn’t
subtract anyone. But…it could happen. The Nine has some serious questions this year, and would
suffer badly from losing either of their two top starters. Legitimate concerns abound with the Nine’s
starting rotation probably won’t be enough to offset the Frick League’s #1 offense in 2032, but Yellow
Springs is a team to watch this year.
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Madison Wolves
General Manager: Chris Wilson

Last Season: 98-64, won division
Post Season: Lost in Doubleday
Runs Scored: 836
Runs Allowed: 772

New Faces
SP Craig Browning
RP Kevin Lee
RP Bart Ender

Players Gone
SP Brooks McHall
CL Pedro Chavez
RP Emilio Sanchez
RF Mike Love

“Once upon a time, a Madison division championship was as automatic as the sun rising up each day and an arrogant post by the
Genius about the exploits of his team."
That's What Cheesehead: 32.24 - Heartland Champions!

Madison overachieved more than any team in the BBA last year, and the differential was obvious: the
offense was right near the top of the league, but their pitching staff finished in the middle of the pack.
They correctly identified the need last year with a big midseason trade for Enrique Gomez, but the
Wolves are going to need some good luck to repeat as 98 game winners.
Their offense certainly makes the Wolves seem like contenders. It’s very arguable that the Wolves’
lineup, just 30 runs off the top spot in the Frick, has some room to run. Steve Dempsey continued his
assault on outfield walls, leading the league in doubles for the second consecutive year, and he along
with Dusty Rhodes and Mons Raider make up possibly the most consistent 1-2-3 group in the BBA. Jon
Mick and Don Draper are both Comeback Player of the Year candidates. Luis Barrera is one of the best
catchers in the game. The rest of the Madison offense leaves a lot on the table, but that’s a rock-solid
core.
While the Madison offense is good, though, it’s not a great two-way group. There are very few plus
defenders amongst the starters, and Madison’s .314 BABIP allowed last year was the second highest in
the Frick League, tied with Edmonton. That said, the rotation should improve this year with the return
of #2 starter Luis Soto, who missed half a season with a shoulder injury, and a full year of possible
future Hall of Famer Enrique Gomez. Players like Tommy Dietz and Marcos Villegas look a lot better
when they’re not the top two starters. The team has some depth at starter, but their bullpen is overall
rather weak; Kevin Lee will benefit from being in the pen but no pitcher in the bullpen is actually
particularly scary.
Madison has to be the first team on everyone’s mind to fall back this season because of their run
differential last year. Even if the law of averages comes into play, the Wolves might take a significant
step forward this year due to probable better years from Mick, Draper, and Soto, and a full season from
Enrique Gomez. Even Dusty Rhodes could improve. It seems that 90 wins is a reasonable baseline for
the Wolves.
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Twin Cities River Monsters
General Manager: Scott Piccoli
Last Season: 86-76
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 850
Runs Allowed: 832

New Faces
DH Antonio Sanchez
RP Joost Breakwell

Players Gone
SP Tavio Ciccoella
RF Juan Cruz
RP Jose Marroquin

“Tumbling from their brief stay at the top of the division down to 4th place and out of the playoffs. The temptation was there to make a
large move, but for GM Piccoli, the timing wasn't right.”
2032.12 Twin Cities - Crawling back into the Wild Card Race

The single biggest surprise team in the BBA was Twin Cities last year, who shrugged off years of
bottom feeding to win 85 games last year, easily the most in franchise history. While the surge in wins
wasn’t enough for a playoff spot, it represented a banner year for expansion franchises, with Charm City
winning a pennant, Twin Cities competitive, and, well, I guess Edmonton’s still terrible. So what
happened in Minnesota to make this team a viable contender last year?
A quick look at Twin Cities reveals some obvious positives. SS Mark Wareham should be considered
one of the top twenty players in the league going forward, and only Gillstrom is clearly a better player at
the six. Chris Limon took a huge step last year, but he’s a prime regression candidate; still, he’s clearly
good. Third year player Xue-qin Man took a step forward too; he’s one of the best contact hitters in the
game now. LF Ray Cooper continued his steady ascent; he probably reached his high point last year
with 32 homers and 116 RBI. The 5.2 runs per game that the River Monsters scored last year looks
fairly legit, and having a full year from former #1 overall Duane Whitley might help their cause too.
They also signed former Atlantic City star Antonio Sanchez, who might still have something left in the
tank.
As for their rotation, last year the River Monsters were kept out of the playoffs largely because of a very
suspect pitching staff. SP Reese Rayner was their #1 starter last year, and Rayner will need to keep the
ball from flying over the fence to make good on that position again. Jessie Stewart was once again
steady, and Travis Arnold has probably seen his last day in the minor leagues. We might see the
beginning of Chris Kelly’s career this year, as the #1 overall prospect could be their best starting pitcher
this season, and Josh Brown might make his debut – albeit certainly in the bullpen.
Twin Cities doesn’t have much of a bullpen, but we’re starting to see what a few years of rebuilding can
do for a franchise. The River Monsters still have a top ten farm and plenty of talent, and some of the
cleanest books in the game, especially going forward. Two years from now, we could be talking about
Twin Cities the same way we watched Charm City roll over people in the playoffs. Good work.
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Mexico City Aztecs
General Manager: Fred Holmes

Last Season: 76-86, fifth
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 707
Runs Allowed: 734

New Faces
C Jeffrey Warren
RP Mark Little

Players Gone
C Sam Adams
C Gilberto Romo

“A question then. If you had to fire one of these guys, right now, who would it be and why?”
2032.1: Personnel Peevishness

To a certain extent, the former Omaha Barnstormers/now Mexico City Aztecs still feel a little bit like a
team on the rise. The question is whether or not they have the horses to rise quite enough at this
moment in time. Nothing about this team screams contender, and that’s the way they seem to like it:
the Aztecs have the fifth-lowest payroll in the BBA, and they appear to be flaunting the system. Can
Mexico City compete south of the border?
It could be argued that with a .750 OPS last year, the Barnstormers underachieved quite a bit
offensively: their mark was just three points off of Seattle, who scored 5 runs a game, largely spurred
by their fourth-best .271 team batting average. Indeed, the Barnstormers have a lot of high contact
hitters and should be solid in that category again. Juan Pablo continued making his case as a borderline
Hall of Fame candidate with a stunningly massive season he is unlikely to ever repeat again. This might
be balanced by a resurgence from Jose Estrada; there aren’t too many players for whom a .271/40/107
slashline would be disappointing, but Estrada is one of them. Valentin Colon had another solid season
at shortstop. Rookie Willard Gagne is a potential Joe Gillstrom candidate if they play him, and Lew
Driscoll is solid offensively. Overall, not a bad lineup head to toe, and everyone on the bench has a high
contact rating.
Their rotation leaves a lot more to be desired, and much of that is youth and immaturity. Scotty
Pendleton needs no more room to grow; he’s clearly one of the top #1 or 1A starters in the league. Cris
Rios looked great last year but might suffer through some inconsistency, as might the rest of the staff,
like Lorenzo Pena and Maxence Mace. The team moved to improve the pen this offseason, but there
aren’t too many stoppers in there and it should suffer through some inconsistency also.
The Aztecs have a real shot to compete this year if they take a step forward offensively, which should
happen, but I have my doubts about the rotation and the bullpen to really keep this team steady. Had
they held onto Enrique Gomez, I might have had a somewhat different tune, but they chose to augment
their farm instead of holding the line. They haven’t cashed in their chips yet, and they have a top ten
farm, so we can watch out for Mexico City in a year or two. For now, it’s not likely they’ll steal a wild
card.
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Des Moines Kernels
General Manager: Edward Murphy

Last Season: 67-95, 7th
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 665
Runs Allowed: 831

New Faces
DH Dani Lopez
RF Hector Lopez
C Mitch Barlow
CF Daniel van Halen

Players Gone

“I made an offer that would fit into the team budget and faxed it over to Juan’s agent and didn’t think much about it until my phone
started chirping like a bird, the manager of the team pro shop was calling to see when he will see the orders for Juan jersey as the fans
were already looking for Hernandez merchandise.”
TN FA one that got away 2032-04

In my opinion, nobody has a bigger decision to make than the Des Moines Kernels, who appear to have
made the decision by inaction: should they trade Cisco Arreola? It’s not a simple question despite the
Kernels’ massive stumble from respectability last season. Des Moines wouldn’t have been good enough
last year even if their two superstars had played as well as they usually do, as their expected record was
actually two games below their damnable 67-95 mark. Arreola is one of the top players in the league
and even in a down year was a 3 WAR catcher. So, should the team trade Arreola?
Let’s examine both sides by looking at the team first on the field. It’s not a pretty picture. The Kernels’
top three hitters, Arreola, fellow superstar William Moreland, and former top draft pick William S.
Hardy combined for a 10.3 WAR last year…and the whole offense had a 10.6 WAR. Some of that is
just plain random, but mostly it’s just not that good an offense. Additions like Dani Lopez and Hector
Cantu should make some difference, and there’s no good reason Tony Banuelos can’t be valuable again.
Shortstop Dong-Soo Chon could be more valuable if he could make contact. The team is marginal
defensively and has very little upside, and finished just above Edmonton and Valencia offensively.
The rotation is worse than the offense, unfortunately. Don Bird has
to be the worst #1 starter in the game. Last year’s huge offseason
signing Juan Hernandez might be better on another team, but he’s
lost in Des Moines right now. Negrete and Underhill would be
happy to be league average; Negrete specifically led the league in
homers allowed last year. Their bullpen isn’t awful, but mostly
serves as a reminder of Elwood Blues’ continued mediocrity, as the
former #3 overall has turned into a quality middle reliever (though he
might be better with a conversion.)
So, would I trade Arreola? Yeah, I would. A big package for
Arreola would begin to jumpstart the next rebuilding program in Des
Moines, and right now .500 isn’t getting you into the playoffs in the
Frick League. I wouldn’t give him away either; he’s at worst the
fourth best catcher in the league. I’d cap Des Moines at around 77
wins this year, but they’re much more likely to have 90+ losses.
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Omaha Hawks
General Manager: Justin Niles

Last Season: 69-93, sixth
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 732
Runs Allowed: 822

New Faces
SP Tavio Ciccolella
SP Lambert Snabel
SS Juan Rodriguez
C Dave Robertson
RP Miguel Lara
1B Stella Kontos

Players Gone
None!

“Indy is above .500 for the first time in two seasons. What is their response? Trading one of the members of their starting rotation.
Could they be any more idiotic and disrespectful to the fan base?”
What is Indy doing? Are they selling off already? (2032.18)

The Indy Grasshoppers were one of the most active teams in the BBA last season, and if you ask them if
they’d take what Emilio Rodriguez gave them after signing him for $20 million they would no doubt say
yes, all day long. However, the Grasshoppers couldn’t use his superior talent and possibly his last gasp
season as a superstar to propel them any further than 93 losses, confirming what some critics had
predicted all along: Indy simply wasn’t good enough to contend. Now in Omaha, the Hawks simply
don’t look like they have enough this year to even be a pretender.
Rodriguez was so fantastic last year that anything he gives them this year has to be a disappointment.
The future Hall of Famer had an improbable .338/30/98 slashline and the second highest OPS of his
stellar career. He has nearly zero chance to repeat that feat this season. That said, he’s not the only
potential offensive performer in Omaha. Jimmy Starks, Jr., is starting to tap into his considerable
talents. Catcher Bob Wagner might be the best offensive player on the team this year, and Buck Munoz
might be underrated at first base. Emilio Morales might become a star as early as this year. The team is
solid defensively, but it’s difficult to envision them being much better offensively than 4.5 runs per
game.
The rotation, however, is a disaster area. Tavio Ciccolella should be an adequate rotation player, but
he’s definitely not anyone’s ace. And, um, they have Lambert Snabel and Joe Clements to pitch every
fifth day and, um, is it 2035 yet? Their bullpen is better than their rotation, but their pen isn’t scaring
anyone.
Ultimately, Omaha needs to do a little better work on their farm to climb out of the hole they’re in.
Carson Stoller could go a long way towards bringing the team to respectability, but he’s still at least two
years out. Their payroll is a disaster, though it won’t be in two years when the team can part ways with
Sunshine and Robertson. They could do a lot for their bottom line next year by declining tens of
millions in arbitration and team options. Right now, though, what they have isn’t pretty, and they have a
long way to go to come back from that.
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FL Pacific
Other than the fact that I slightly blew it on the Long Beach/California 1-2, I pretty much nailed
this division last year. Oh, and Long Beach had the bigger run differential, so there’s that, too. This
year, I think California has taken a step ahead of Long Beach, who is having some significant
structural problems in the rotation and in lineup depth, so I’d expect the Crusaders to maintain their
division crown.
In fact, I think California might rival teams like Louisville and Las Vegas as the best team in the
entire BBA right now. The addition of Fernando Moreno clears up a significant problem for the
Crusaders if he can bounce back from a down 2032, and their rotation is phenomenal. Long Beach,
on the other hand, may have bigger problems preventing teams from scoring runs this year. I still
see them as a playoff team, but unless they take some steps forward in the rotation I can’t see them
as legit title contenders.
Another storyline will be the Calgary/Vancouver third place race. Calgary is one of the more solid
teams in the BBA, but Vancouver was much better than their record last year and have a legitimate
shot at knocking off the Pioneers this season if things go well for them or poorly for Calgary.
Seattle, Valencia, and Edmonton are all clearly out of it to me; Seattle could shock, but Valencia and
Edmonton are ground paste. On the bright side there, we might see the emergence of a new star in
Edmonton if they play Bobby Lynch in the majors this year.
To me, the big story here is California, who might be primed for a long division title run if Long
Beach really does fall back and nobody steps up. Valencia, Seattle, and Edmonton are not the sort
of rising teams you’d expect from cellar dwellers, and the Surfers and Pioneers are not exactly
teeming with prospects. This might be the beginning of a five-year run for the Crusaders.

PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
96
California
91
Long Beach
90
Calgary
85
Vancouver
70
Seattle
63
Valencia
62
Edmonton
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California Crusaders
General Manager: Ted Schmidt
Last Season: 96-66, won division
Post Season: Lost in Doubleday
Runs Scored: 758
Runs Allowed: 620

New Faces
1B Fernando Moreno
2B Jeaic Dalyell

Players Gone
SP Ed Kinney
2B Chris Workman
RP Manuel Pena

"$37,782,000. That's a lot of cash. Especially considering that this group only features two players projected to make the big leagues.”
California 2032.4 - Team Spends $37,782,000 on Teenagers

It was no surprise to anyone paying attention that the California Crusaders won their second division
title in the last three years. For my money, last year’s Crusaders’ team was the best team in the Frick
League and maybe in the BBA. They led the league in runs allowed by a huge margin, and were right at
the top of the second tier of offenses. With the team making a big deal for a superb starting defensive
shortstop in young Jesus Flores to go with star second baseman Claudio Defazio, we should see them
right back in contention again.
The offense was rock solid last year for the Crusaders, who still have one of the most profound pitchers’
parks in the BBA. The aforementioned Defazio is clearly now one of the league’s top middle infielders,
and while his offensive impact won’t be felt as much at second base he’ll still be outstanding. The
addition of Flores, who might be worse than mediocre offensively, will allow the team to feature Bryan
Robson at center field and Chip Saunders at catcher; the foursome is the best up the middle defensively
that I can remember since I started writing these. Fernando Moreno is a gamble at 1B, but if I were to
take a gamble like this it would be on a guy with extraordinary power who’s one year removed from one
of the best seasons in BBA history. They also have Cris Vazquez to platoon with him. Hunter
Eisenhower and Newman Watson provide a lot of balance to this lineup, and while the rest of the team
isn’t quite as strong defensively (especially John Cochran) they should get the job done.
All that praise and I haven’t even said the name “Diaz” yet. Ricardo Diaz has shown a few cracks in his
Hall of Fame armor, as one of the all-timers has just been very good these past two years. Cisco
Morales had a 5.7 WAR last year and won the JL Steve Nebraska. Luis Gracia provides a solid #2
starter, and you could hardly ask for a better #3 than that. Roberto Ramos was worth every penny of his
$12 million annual salary. Those four represent the core of maybe the best rotation in the league,
especially with Nelson Ramirez down for the season. The team has copious options at fifth starter.
Their bullpen is mediocre, but that ought to be fine when they’re playing at home.
There’s no better team in the Frick League than this potential juggernaut, and while the current team
isn’t especially young, they also have the #6 farm system in the game and no serious salary cap issues.
Some of their core are in their mid-30s, but this should be a strong contender for at least this and next
season.
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Long Beach Surfers
General Manager: Stephen Lane
Last Season: 94-68, wild card
Post Season: Lost in Geoghegan
Runs Scored: 843
Runs Allowed: 696

New Faces
SP Jorge Jimenez
SP Chester Kipling
SP Jose Rivera
CL Manny Vargas
SS Gilberto Keating
CF James Cunningham

Players Gone
SP Manuel Ramirez
CL Manny Vargas
C Ivan Perez
RP John Wood

“It is of no comfort to the fans in Long Beach though, as they have been so accustomed to deep playoff runs, and will now have to find
some other form of entertainment for the month of October.”
2032.07 - The LB Indy - Surfers Wipe Out Early

The Long Beach Surfers could be potentially the most fortunate team in the BBA, and that’s not an
exaggeration. That isn’t to say that this team isn’t a perennial contender with as solid a base as there is
in the league, but there are a lot of players on this team who just seem as if they’re playing three miles
above their heads. The pitching staff just doesn’t pass the eye test, though they were very successful last
year. On the other hand, the Long Beach offense is consistently among the best in the league, and
there’s a good chance they’ll do that again this year, so it might not matter.
Long Beach had the fifth lowest ERA and runs allowed total in the Frick League last year, but taking a
look at most of their pitchers, I’m not 100% sure why. They did allow the least number of walks, but
despite having the third-lowest strikeout total in the league somehow allowed just a .263 batting
average. Jimmy Greenwood would pass anyone’s muster, of course. But, past him, there are tons of
questions. Esteban Gil somehow allowed just 12 homers last year, but that number almost certainly has
to rise; he’s just not the same guy that he was three years ago. Pepe Castillo had 85 strikeouts in 150
innings, and Mark Watson had just 75 strikeouts in 174 innings, yet neither pitcher allowed more hits
than innings pitched. The bullpen is no longer a tire fire, but it’s still one of the more marginal units in
the league. It should not surprise anyone if Long Beach gives up another half a run this year per game
or more, especially subtracting Manuel Ramirez from this team.
Fortunately, the offense could carry them even if they gave up almost another full run a game. Mark
Simpson is clearly one of the top five batters in the game today, and while Carlos Gonzales hit 36 less
homers last year, he was still excellent. A better year from Gonzales would go a long way for Long
Beach. They have a first-rate catcher platoon with Juan Castillo and Ippolito Basaglia, and I really like
the offseason signing of Atilio Seabra, who has precisely the correct makeup for Long Beach’s park.
They’ll probably keep running Kazansky out in CF, since his bat is much better than anyone else they
could play there. Rookie Glenn Gorman might also turn the dial a little bit at DH.
Long Beach has some serious bats, but they also have some serious deficiencies. Fortunately, they may
have less than their competition. California should beat them out for the division title again this year in
my opinion, but I can see them grabbing any wild card that the FL Heartland leaves on the table. They
do have some room to maneuver because of all of their expiring contracts and team options, so we may
see them improve in places, but call me a little bit skeptical that this is a legitimate title contender in a
deep Frick.
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Calgary Pioneers
General Manager: Kevin Dickson
Last Season: 88-74, wild card
Post Season: Lost in Cartwright
Runs Scored: 866
Runs Allowed: 765

New Faces
SP Atsuori Maeda
SP Fernando Pena

Players Gone
SP Atsumori Maeda
RP Kenny Hill
LF Hector Cano (ret)

“The problem here is obvious. There are simply not enough spots for all the hitters that earned one this Spring.”
Trail Droppings 2032-7 Too Many Bats, Not Enough Spots

Calgary won two playoff series last year before running out of gas against the eventual champion
Louisville Sluggers, and while it could be argued that the team actually underachieved last year during
the regular season, there’s little question they made up for whatever perceived shortcomings they might
have had by getting to the Cartwright Cup. The Pioneers benefited from some good luck last year and
some good play, and it’s foreseeable that they’ll be playing in October again this year.
The offense was very fortunate to have a career year from Mario Balderas last year, who led the league
with 51 homers and 160 RBI last season. He’s a very likely reversion candidate. One player who’s
consistent is Sparky Anderson, who has been one of the best leadoff men in the game since joining the
team three years ago, and Mario Soriano just keeps plugging away in center field. Rupert Grant might
take a step forward this year to make up for some of the lost production of Balderas, as the slugging first
baseman had just a meager 22 homers in 126 games last year, which was less than he had in his first 53
games in Calgary. It’s hard to know whether Juan Karyabwite is going to repeat his numbers, but he
should be among the league leaders in steals again. If Grant bounces back and aging stars like Dan
Leonard and Tony Franco bounce back, the Pioneers could repeat their top status offensively.
The pitching staff is a bit more uncertain. While Calgary does have one of the more legitimate #1
starters in the game in Cristobal Hernandez, the rest of the rotation is less sure. Jake Dickson went 14-3
with a 3.57 ERA last year, but advanced stats suggest he wasn’t nearly that good. Atsumori Maeda is
still fairly solid at 34 years old, but he could hardly do much better than he did last year. That’s the
good news. Milburn Pennybags and Fernando Pena are very uncertain at the 4 and 5. The bullpen has a
potentially good core of Jesus Arce, Jason Morris, Rob Miller, and maybe Oswald Brenner, but the rest
of the pen is very weak.
Calgary will have to slug their way to another playoff appearance, but it might be difficult to find a team
legitimately built in the FL to take them out of the playoffs. The Pioneers are pressed close to the cap
and have a mediocre farm, but if they could find a taker for Dan Leonard they might be able to upgrade
their team. Still, last year’s team demonstrated how far a #1 starter and a good offense can take you, and
there’s no reason to believe that Calgary couldn’t sneak up on a lot of teams again this year.
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Vancouver Mounties
General Manager: Brett Schroeder
Last Season: 79-83, fourth
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 730
Runs Allowed: 692

New Faces
Manuel Ramirez
Frank Thomas III

Players Gone
DH Dani Lopez
SP Jorge Jimenez
SP Lambert Snabel
RP Bart Ender
2B Boys Altena

“…for the second sim in a row the injury bug reared its ugly head and mowed down another starting pitcher. This time it was Louis Hall
who had gotten off to a great start since apparently gaining enough stamina over the offseason to start again.”
2032 #3 Sim 3

By the numbers, no team underachieved more than the Vancouver Mounties last year, who finished with
the league’s second best ERA and outscored their opponents by 40 runs. While we all expect
Vancouver’s pitching staff to finish somewhere in the top third, their offense was modestly respectable
last year. The Mounties added some huge names from the last decade in Manuel Ramirez and FT III
this offseason; will it be enough to push them into contention?
It’s hard to say whether the Vancouver offense overachieved or not last year. In one sense, drawing the
second least number of walks and hitting the fourth least number of home runs usually doesn’t lead to
even Vancouver’s modest tenth-place finish offensively. The Mounties benefited from two things: first,
their .268 average was a reasonable seventh in the FL, and, secondly, they had significantly more
doubles (5th place) than you would expect from this team. Thomas should help with the walks problem.
The Mounties got yet another solid season out of superstar Elroy Hinson, who has lost a little bat speed
but is still phenomenal behind the plate, and Aloysius Gonzaga continued to show why he’s one of the
best young players in the game with another stunning two-way season. Pierre Cordona had his worst
full year as a pro; he’s a bounceback candidate at 27 years old. The Mounties mostly play first rate
defense, which is a nice plus, and they also run the bases well.
At this point I’m pretty sure a well-trained monkey could pitch in Vancouver’s park, and their rotation is
definitely above simian levels. Manuel Ramirez makes his debut in Vancouver, and while the former
superstar hasn’t been overwhelming on the mound in a few years, he should find a lot of success in the
friendly confines. Louis Hall and Corbin Torres would be quality rotation guys on most teams; last year
they pitched like superstars. The team will be without #2 starter Pablo Figueroa for around two months,
so their poor rotation depth will probably come into play: Bert Hugill and Bob Murray are both very
marginal starters; I’d give Carlos Delgado a whirl. The team’s pen is mediocre without much upside,
but they should be adequate to the task, especially in Vancouver.
This is a team that should rise in record this year; the question is whether or not they’re good enough to
knock out Calgary for the #6 spot. In my opinion, they clearly are. Neither team is entirely solid, and
while Calgary’s offense is a significant obstacle to overcome the Mounties could overtake the Pioneers
with some good fortune. Most likely, though, they’ll fall short.
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Seattle Storm
General Manager: Nathan Eagan

Last Season: 78-84, fifth
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 803
Runs Allowed: 818

New Faces

Players Gone
2B Atilo Seabra
SP Craig Browning
RP Rick Curtis
RP Ken Crawford
RP Mike Dobson

“For at least one week, the pain of the 2031 season was a distant memory.”
Chasing The Storm 2032-1 Sim 1 Review

The Seattle Storm finished right around .500 last year, with a run differential that suggests the team is
capable of more than they accomplished last season. Color me skeptical. The Storm had a pair of
generational stars in Jorge Rodriguez and Juan Escobar, and now they have two fading thirtysomethings with huge contracts. In fact, nobody in the league might have more wasted big dollar
contracts than the Seattle Storm. Is this a team on the decline or is there hope for the long-time
contenders?
Two years ago, Seattle was kicking off the season with Escobar, who had just won his astonishing fifth
Sawyer Silk Award and had finished one of the greatest ten year runs in BBA history. They had
Rodriguez, who was clearly in decline but was still one of the top twenty or thirty best position players
in the BBA. Both players are still on the team, but their best player last year? John Hickman.
Right...who? Hickman’s a nice player but he’s not on anyone’s MVP list. The team is still blessed with
a number of solid on base threats and role players, but they’re not scaring anyone at this point. Escobar
can still play better than his dreadful 1.3 WAR last year, but Rodriguez at this point isn’t even starting
on the franchise he helped define, as the defensively challenged Jorge Garza has taken his job. It was an
ugly lineup last year, and it might be again this year, even with the addition of the ageless Fred
Hernandez.
The team is still trying to put together some pieces, admittedly, and it helps that they have one of the
best starters in the game in Alfredo Contreras. Esteban Sanchez and Julio Alicea were favorites of the
sabermetrics guys last year, but neither one posted an ERA below 5.65 last season. I’m not sure anyone
understands why they’re laying out $60 million for a player like Luis Espinosa when they have talented
young pitchers in the organization and offense is their primary need. The team does have one of the best
relievers in the game in Esteban Velasquez and a fairly good bullpen, so if the rotation can keep them in
it they have a reasonable shot.
The team will finally get out from under the Rodriguez contract this offseason, but they’re stuck with
$55 million more from Escobar, who is no longer a superstar. They’ve now stuck themselves with at
least $30 million after this year from Espinoza. Len Caldwell is a lock to pick up his option. Two
seasons from now, Seattle’s cap situation will look very different, but they have serious issues to address
and no good way to handle them. They could take a small step forward, but logic suggests they’re going
to be spinning their wheels for a while.
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Valencia Stars
General Manager: Lee Honigsfeld
Last Season: 66-96, sixth
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 628
Runs Allowed: 821

New Faces
SP Jorge Ortiz
RP Donald Foster
LF Billy Wise

Players Gone
SP Andre Jacobs
DH Ricardo Guzman

“The STARS minor league has ripped with ratings dump's for the most part of the last ten drafts. Most of all the number one picks will
never see the Stars major league team. Still the Stars have a few players that over the next 2-5 seasons can hopefully make it.”
Valencia Stars: Down on the Farm # 8

There was a time in memory that the Valencia Stars were a perennial contender. They made the
playoffs eight times in ten years, and were a rock-solid franchise. Those days are long ago and forgotten
by many: the Stars haven’t had a winning record since 2023, the date of their last playoff appearance,
and in only two of those nine years have they avoided ninety losses. With Valencia having done nearly
nothing to improve, they seem set for another losing season in 2033.
In fact, Valencia did something last year I cannot remember ever happening before. The Stars finished
with a NEGATIVE wins above replacement offensively. That’s right: their entire offense was
considered below REPLACEMENT. In fact, there were just five Stars players who posted a positive
WAR at all. Much of the issue was defensive: for example, second baseman Luis Medina had a .808
WAR – good for a second baseman – but his defense was so historically terrible (a nearly impossible -22
ZR) that he finished with a -1.4 WAR. Catcher Jose Moleno was the team’s sole star, playing adequate
catcher defense and hitting 21 HR. The team did run the bases extremely well, stealing 232 bases at a
very high rate, but the offense finished with the lowest OPS in the league in a season where seven teams
scored over five runs per game.
What’s fascinating about the horrid defense is that the pitching staff didn’t finish much worse than their
4.51 team FIP last year, posting a poor 4.65 ERA. Mauro Flores continues to be one of the best starting
pitchers in the league, and overlooked because of the poor offense. The team will be without the
services of #2 starter Petro Struyk, who’s really more of a 2A type at best. Victor Hurtado posted a 2
WAR season last year, but he’s possibly not even that good. The team is hoping that SP Jorge Ortiz
bounces back from a poor season with the New Orleans Crawdads, signing the 30 year old to a three
year deal with two team options; they can make a case for this one. The Valencia pen is marginal at
best, with some strong but inconsistent arms.
With all that losing, you’d think Valencia has a killer farm. Not so. They do have two of the best
offensive prospects in the BBA in Frank Mahaffey and Wilton Rivera, but just five players in the top
200 overall. Their most recent draft pick, Angel Zalapa, might be a really solid player for a long time,
though. They’ve still got a long way to climb back to respectability, and it isn’t going to happen this
year.
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Edmonton Jackrabbits
General Manager: Brandon Brooks
Last Season: 58-104, last
Post Season: Missed playoffs
Runs Scored: 615
Runs Allowed: 890

New Faces
Possibly Bobby Lynch (rookie)

Players Gone
SP Edward Burin (ret)
1B Pedro Burgos
SP Lienard Zieff
C Mike Hunter
RP Arend Glas

“A remarkably loyal fanbase is still showing up in droves to John Ducey Park. The club hasn't sold out any games since the home
opener, but Edmonton is still averaging just shy of 34,000 fans a night. That's up 3.2% from last season, when the Rabbits drew their
smallest crowds of their brief existence.”
Down the Rabbit Hole (32.21): They're Still Comin'!

Edmonton finished last in the Frick League in both runs allowed and runs scored, a double whammy
that’s not as uncommon as you think (Indy did it just two seasons ago). However, this year they may
debut #1 overall prospect Bobby Lynch, who is clearly ready to contribute. As a result, there’s a little
buzz forming around the Jackrabbits this spring. Is Edmonton ready to start pulling themselves out of
the cellar and competing with other recent expansion franchises like JL Champion Charm City and last
year’s surprise team Twin Cities?
Uh, no. This team is still a total mess. While the Jackrabbits’ offense didn’t perform as poorly as the
Valencia disaster, their team OPS was almost as bad. Being merely passable on defense saved them
from Valencia’s fate. In a league where we’re constantly complaining players are overrated by the star
system, exactly three Edmonton starters warrant as high as a three star rating; one of them, Felix Duarte,
had a negative WAR last year. They do have former top pick Declan Crauen ready to contribute, but
he’s not going to make a huge difference. This is a bad offense that isn’t likely to improve this year.
It’s also worth mentioning that with or without Lynch, the Jackrabbits’ pitching staff isn’t good enough
to contend. The de facto #2 starter on the team is either Taisuke Suzuki, painfully average at best, or
kids Johnny Morin or Maxime Manceau, both of whom have promise as #3 starters. The bullpen is one
giant inferno of unreliable pitchers.
If were the Jackrabbits, I’d wait at least a month before calling up Lynch and starting his arbitration
clock. Lynch should be in the majors this year, and it will be interesting to see how well he does; he
looks like a potential stud. What the team should resist doing at all costs is considering themselves good
enough for anything but last place, or second to last if Valencia bottoms out. The Jackrabbits do have
the #1 farm system in the game with an excellent pair of outfield prospects in Luis Costello and Mitch
Dalrymple, which shows their rebuilding effort has a lot of promise.
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Some pieces are so universal they need no
introduction. Let me be brief as Edmonton GM
Brandon Brooks presents us one of these.

A Boy and His Dad Go
to John Ducey Park
A Poem

There's a team clad in yellow, in yellow and blue,
And it's made up of guys who know not what to do,
And they keep disappointing; they never pull through,
And they're playing at John Ducey Park.
They're the Edmonton 'Rabbits, they're new to the scene
Though they're not quite as fresh as a young team could be,
And no matter their efforts and trials, you see,
They are losing at John Ducey Park.
See, the Rabbits aren't good; no, the Rabbits are bad,
And their impotent play renders everyone sad,
But despite all the heartache, a boy and his dad,
Are still sitting at John Ducey Park.
And while Strambi strikes out and Knaap gives up a jack,
And the visiting sluggers go yard back-to-back,
And the Edmonton nine try to halt the attack,
They are smiling at John Ducey Park.
And they'll rout and they'll sigh and they'll cheer and they'll groan,
And they'll shout and they'll cry and they'll jeer and they'll moan,
And the seats where they sit will become all their own,
While they're sitting at John Ducey Park.
And the boy will grow older, the dad will move on,
But his mark on his kid will remain when he's gone,
For the boy-turned-to-man will now bring his own son,
To those same seats at John Ducey Park.
And they'll know in their hearts they were meant to be there,
And they'll cherish together the moments they share,
And they'll watch fifty Landis flags fly in the air
Waving high above John Ducey Park.
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If it is true that baseball is 90% pitching, then pitching is probably 90% the rotation. You can tell
this is true because if you scratch a GM, you’ll immediately smell the aroma of a guy on the
lookout for that next ace. And believe me, that search is often damnably hard to finish. So hard
that it drives some of us to play with that ever-attractive idea of saving a little cash and throwing
four pitchers instead of five.
So, imagine the chagrin around the league last spring training when the Brooklyn Robins GM
Alan Ehlers announced the audacious plan of going with not five, but maybe NINE starters.
Weird, right?
But Brooklyn fans soon got used to it, and the tactic seemed to be … well … how about we let
Alan tell us himself, eh?

Baseball is an ever evolving game. Gone are the days in which starting
pitchers pitch 300 innings. Gone are the complete games. Todays pitchers are
specialized prima donnas. Most of the specialization thus far has been on the
bullpen side of things. That is until 2032 when the Brooklyn Robins introduced
what they coined “The Pitching Platoon”.
This rotation is headed by 2 “aces”. These aces pitch every fifth day just
like the one/two of any other team. The only difference here is that
occasionally a spot starter is inserted to push them back so they line up against
the best teams and/or the best pitcher on the other team. From there it becomes
a free for all. The Robins used 15 starting pitchers this season. Many had
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options and were sent up and down on a weekly basis. Others who did not have options served in
the bullpen when not pitching.
How were the starting pitchers selected for each game you ask? Each week Brooklyn
higher ups would sit down and scout the opponents for the week. They would then map out the
7 days worth of starters based upon the strengths and weakness of their opponent. The two
“aces” were penciled in first. Like stated, they would draw the toughest match up. From there,
the Robins would go through the remaining match ups and rolodex through the 13 other starters
trying to pick the best one for each game. The remaining pitchers were then assigned to either the
bullpen or AAA.
Picking the best starter for each game was quite the task. The 13 “platoon”
pitchers all had niche skills. By that I mean they excelled in one area, yet had
obvious flaws in others. Most would never sniff another rotation in the league.
This is where the value in this system lays. These pitchers are all dirt cheap
interchangeable pieces...waiver claims, minor league free agents, “B” prospects
and trade throw-ins. It was up to the Robins staff to put these pitchers in favorable
match ups to achieve maximum success.
The classic example, and inspiration behind this strategy is the Huntsville
Predators. Back in 2026, the Robins faced the Predators in the Cartwright Cup.
Brooklyn was the definitive underdog. Yet they saw some deficiencies in Huntsville.
The most obvious was their inability to hit left handed pitchers. So the Robins sat
Rick Ward and all their other righties and pitched lefties in every game. That wasn't
the only thing the Robins did though. They bunted at will against the poor ranged
corner infielders and ran like crazy against Lewis Stephens and his 28.5 RTO%. When all was
said and done, Brooklyn had swept Huntsville on their way to the Landis, leading pundits to jeer
“Randomizer!”
There are many factors one could look at when
scouting another team. Lefty/righty splits seems to garner
the most attention and rightfully so. Another starting point
is ballpark factors. You can get away with throwing a
homer prone pitcher if the game is in California or
Vancouver, but don't even think about pitching them in
Charm City or Jacksonville. From there, the Robins
would look at the defense of the lineups the other team
would field VS a lefty or a righty. You would be surprised
how many teams have a slick fielding defense against one
and rock hands against the other. In some cases it was
better to pitch a right handed pitcher against a primarily left handed lineup just to get certain
players on the field defensively. This goes for catchers ten-fold. Brooklyn is a welldocumented running team. When playing Twin Cities, you are probably better served pitching
a lefty. But in the Robins fleet-footed shoes, they'd much rather have all bat, noodle arm
Gerald Gonzales behind the dish then defensive specialist Ignacio Marrero. Throwing a righty
ensures that will happen.
Another interesting strategy that the Robins used a few
times was using plate discipline against an opponent.
Everyone likes a hitter with a great eye. While there are
examples of poor hitters with great eyes, they aren't in the
starting lineup much. Usually the elite eyes are on the elite
players. On several occasions Brooklyn started a pitcher with
pitiful control just to take the bat out of one player’s hands.
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The points of emphasis go on and on. Many times decisions needed to be cohesive with the
offense. Pitch to contact hurlers need a good defense behind them. In Brooklyn's case, they
fielded a much better defensive team VS LHP. So any time a non-strikeout pitcher was decided
upon, the Robins would try to lineup his start with a lefty going for the other team. Minor tweaks
had to be made when extreme fly ball or groundball pitchers were on the mound. The whole idea
in one mission statement is... “To field a cohesive team better than the sum of its parts”.
Without further to do, let's take a look at the results and try to figure out what went right and
what went wrong.

Ace #1

Ace #2

Jose Morales and Gerardo Castillo were the “aces”. That statement in and of
itself dooms the inevitable failure of this study. Neither pitcher is an ace and their stats
backed that up. The pitchers combined to go 17-18 with an ERA close to five. If you're not into
my geriatric stats, you can use whatever tool you like. They all paint the same picture. Failure.
Now, to be fair to the players involved, there are two points to be made. 1. Neither is a true ace.
2. They were constantly matched up against the best offenses and best pitchers. So to expect
them to come away with good stats is unrealistic. In hindsight, the Robins may have been better
off “punting” the tough games and using these pitchers against good(but not elite) teams.
So I guess the lesson to be learned here is that if you ever use this system... you need two
legit aces. The kind of pitcher that will go toe to toe with anyone. But keep in mind, even if you
have the two best starters in the league, they won't put up Nebraska numbers as you'll rarely to
never start them against second division teams.
Next we are going to talk about Phillip Morris. Morris
defines what is good and what is bad with this system all at
the same time. The Marlboro Man started the season as one
of the “platoon” pitchers. His starts were cherry picked
against teams that struggle against lefties. He also pitched on
his throw days as a lefty specialist out of the pen. All told,
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Morris lead the BBA in innings pitched VS LHB in the scope of left handed pitchers. He thrived
so well in this role that he lead the BBA in wins at the All-Star break. His performance was so
good that even the Robins were tricked into thinking he reverted to his past self. So to start the
second half, with Morales and Castillo both putting up poor numbers, Brooklyn promoted Morris
to “ace” status. This is where he was exposed. As good as he was in the first half, he was even
worse in the second. Some of this is attributed to him aging also. But he was certainly exposed
when facing better teams and more right handed batters.
Jose Olvera, whose been called “the godfather of the pitching platoon” for his
work versus Huntsville in the past, lived up to his nickname this season. Like
Morris, Olvera was one of the main guys against lefty lineups and also worked
from the pen on occasion. He finished third in the BBA in innings pitched VS LHB
as a left handed pitcher. Unlike Morris, Brooklyn left well enough alone as Olvera
stayed the course the entire season. His 2.7 WAR and 3.81 ERA is much better then
what should be expected of him. I would say that having a guy like Olvera is a
Olvera
must for every team. A lot of teams overload their lineups with lefty bats. Many of
those lefty bats are totally inept against left handed pitching. Having a decent lefty swingman can
get you an extra win or two at the least..
After those four, results were
inconsistent at best. There were some good
performances, but just as many if not more
poor ones. I believe there was a lot of over
managing going on. Brooklyn was so caught
up in trying to execute a plan that they often
made something out of nothing. Maybe a
pitcher is good at something that an opponent
struggles with. But that same pitcher might also lack a third pitch, have
low stamina, poor control, or give up a lot of homeruns. I think a better approach would be to try
this with a smaller but more talented pitching staff.
Then there is Miguel Dezgado. When a team takes such an unorthodox
approach, it leaves themselves wide open to criticism. Dezgado, who has been used
as a swing man throughout his career, worked solely out of the bullpen in the early
parts of 2032. Till May 1 st when Brooklyn traveled to Montreal. The Robins felt
the veteran righty with good movement was the right choice against Ettienne R.
LaFitte, Cisco Guerrero and the rest of the dreaded Trailblazer offense. It took
Dezgado just 57 pitches to tear his UCL and be done for the year. Was this the
Dezgado
product of Brooklyn's careless use of pitchers or just dumb luck? Dezgado did have
five days off before the start. His 57 pitches may have been a season high, but he threw as many
as 63 in a spring training start and has hit 100 many times in the past. I'm going to call it luck,
but you can agree to disagree.
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While the bullpen doesn't really have a correlation to the pitching platoon, in a cause and
effect way, it did. In a perfect world every pitcher has options and can be sent to the minors at
will. The reality though, is that some guys were out of options while others were under veteran
contracts and couldn't be sent down. This definitely impacted Brooklyn's decisions at times. As
versatile as the staff was, there were still limitations and the best 12-13 pitchers were not always
on the roster at the same time. With tough decisions on the table, more times then not it was
Brooklyn's young relief pitchers that were held down. Guys like Morales, Castillo, Lopez,
Breakwell, Dezgado and Colbert were all pretty much guaranteed spots on the roster. While
Vega, Harris, Olvera, Jackson and Canales all had to stay on the active roster or be exposed to
waivers. That only left a few spots for wiggle room. (Un)fortunately Colbert and Dezgado
missed most of the year with injury to open up two more spots. Breakwell was dealt mid-season
to further create flexibility.
When flexibility was not an option, Brooklyn was pressed to use “spare”
starters in various roles in the bullpen. While some were roles that may have been
expected, others came out of left field. Corey Jackson is the most notable. Early in
the season he struggled as a spot starter/long man. The Robins didn't know what to
do with the 26 year old former second round draft pick. Truth is, they were one
click away from being the 4th BBA team to give up on him. The mouse was
literally hovering over the “waive and designate for assignment button” for what
Jackson
seemed like an eternity but in reality was probably closer to 30 seconds. The
Robins knew he had talent and new they had been misusing him. So they broke everything that
they “knew” about him and started over.
What about a closer?
With Colbert and Dezgado out, it wasn't such a crazy idea. Jackson took the ball and ran
with it. Lowering his ERA from 7.63 to 3.14.
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Conan Harris is another guy that is better off in the bullpen. Even if it took
Brooklyn all season to figure it out. On paper, you would think he is better as a
starter. Great stuff, 3 good pitches, solid stamina, even splits. His poor control is
not something you'd think would be good for the pen. But Harris' SP/RP splits
were staggering. He struck out twice as many per nine innings out of the pen. The
Robins recently gave Harris a 2 yer extension to serve mainly as the lefty
specialist. He'll still make an occasional start versus the teams that can lift a small
Jackson
car with their left hand, but can't pick up a paperweight with their right. But for the
most part, he'll be in the pen.
I could go on and on with the relievers. While each individual case might be a short sample,
the number of questionable starters that thrived in the Brooklyn bullpen last year might be
significant enough to claim this as the biggest takeaway of the pitching platoon project. From the
data collected under stats as a relief pitcher, I'm claiming that a team may be better off using
failed starters with obvious flaws in the pen rather than middle of the road relievers. This new
data will be a point of emphasis for Brooklyn going forward as they will surely dig deeper to find
out why this is so.
So to wrap this up. The pitching platoon was not a great success. While the Robins had a
decent season and finished .500 when many expected them to be one of the worst teams in the
leagues. The facts prove that starting pitching was probably Brooklyn's biggest weakness. The
bullpen was very good and that might be linked to this process. Maybe at this time next year we
will be discussing how the Robins took eight double A pitchers and turned them into the best
bullpen in the league. But for now we have to conclude that Brooklyn's slap hitting offense
ended up being a lot better then people expected.
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I once knew a guy who wandered around saying things like “if you change nothing, nothing will
change.” If that’s true, 2033 is going to bring the BBA a bunch of stuff we haven’t seen before.

This much we know is true: It’s all Ben’s fault.
Notorious Ben Teague stepped back into the league to take over the pig in a
pig’s costume that was the Halifax Hawks—a club that hasn’t seen a winning
season 2025 when 82 wins was enough to take the JLA division title. He took one
look at the club, said “What a bunch of frickin’ Goats,” and moved the whole lot of
them to Nashville, where they may or may not win any more baseball games, but
where at least maybe they can catch Nicole Kidman at a Keith Urban concert.
That started it all.
Next thing you know Aaron Weiner courted a better deal for his Kraken in
Maryland than he was getting in Carolina. Meet your 2033 Rockville Pikemen.
Then, just as the Commissioner’s office was going to press with the new
schedules, the Omaha Barnstormers contacted them with notice that they were
tired of the Midwest, and wouldn’t it be great to put a BBA summer home in
Mexico City, eh? With Fred Holmes behind the wheel and a fresh set of rabid
baseball fans to market to, you can guess the Aztecs will be playing some solid ball
pretty soon.
Then, with the ink not even dry on the franchise transfer papers, the phone rang
in Commissioner Rectenwald’s office again. “Justin Niles here,” the voice on the
other side of the line came. “I hear we got an open park in Omaha?” A half hour
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later the deal was done. Omaha’s city gave concessions, a new uniform was
designed, and the Indy Grasshoppers were on their way to fill the vacuum left by
the Barnstormer’s wake. They will play the 2033 season as Omaha Hawks…the,
uh, Omahawks are already selling merchandise with that strange concoction of a
name, which seems appropriate give that this whole seismic shift started with the
Halifax Hawks.
The end result, four franchises have moved, and with the inclusion of a brand
new park in Yellow Springs, you’ll see baseball played in five new places this
year.
“It’s a sign of the health of the league that four cities are willing to make those
kinds of concessions to attract their own franchises,” said a spokesperson from the
league office.
The league as a whole attracted nearly 88 million fans last season, and
generated an economy of nearly $4B. No one is sure of the exact nature of the
return on investments seen by the league, but some estimate it at something near
$220M per team, after the owners have siphoned off their cuts. But admittedly,
those numbers are only valuable as a high level thing. Fact is that the clubs in
question are on the lower part of that spectrum.
Of the teams moving,
Team
2032 Attendance
2032 Balance
2,593,422
-$6.5M
only Fred Holmes’s Mexico Nashville (Halifax)
Rockville
(Carolina)
3,731,027
-$4.4M
City turned a profit on the
2,244,662
$17.8M
year, and the fact is that this Mexico City (Omaha)
Omaha
(Indy)
2,505,825
-$11.5M
financial success was at the
expense of some cost cutting. It’s also noteworthy that the club’s media revenew
was fading, a sign tha the local environment might have been getting impatient for
a winner. Clearly, the Indy front office is hoping the last minute reprieve the city
got will get their community energized again. It appears to be working. At the time
of this writing, the Omahawks had already sold $10M of season tickets, drawing
near to the $13M they generated out of Indiana. The Heartland is already a very
tough division, and with Mexico City and Omaha both working to boost their
financial backbone, it looks like it could get even tougher.
The moves are already paying dividends in Nashville and Rockville, too. Both
are seeing robust season ticket sales in the early part of the off-season—Nashville
has already essentially matched last year’s total. Rockville’s is lagging behind
relative to the rest because they managed to turn nearly $13M in season ticket
revenue last season, so the Pikemen have a little steeper hill to climb than the
Goats. “We expect to easily out-pace last season,” a Pikeman PR man said.
The final numbers are yet to be seen, but it’s probably fair to say that as the
BBA enters its 61st season, it’s an exciting time to be a baseball fan.
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Ponce de Leon Park, home to the minor
league Atlanta Crackers (and also the
Atlanta Black Crackers…there’s a name for
you, eh?). It opened in 1907, burned down in
1923, and was rebuilt in 1924. The Georgia
Tech Yellow Jackets played college football
games there in the 1910s, and Jack Dempsy
fought wrestler Clarence (Cowboy) Luttrell
there in an exhibition that Dempsy won.
For baseball fans, however, the most
interesting thing about this park is that it is
thought to be the only park to ever feature a
tree (magnolia, in this case), as a feature.
The tree was a fixture in deep center field,
which was some 460 feet from home. The
ball was in play regardless of whether it got
caught in the tree or not. Babe Ruth and
Eddie Mathews are said to have reached the
tree for home runs.
The tree was removed from play in 1947, but only because they moved the fences in some 50
feet.
The Cracekrs moved from the park in 1965, and it was demolished in favor of a strip mall,
which has now also been demolished (per wiki). The tree, however, still stands.
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2033’s Top Prospects:
Yeah, we all know the BNN Top Prospect list is … ah … well, let’s call it fanciful at best. But in
Jacksonville GM Tyler Simmons we trust. Even the eventful birth of his second kiddoe couldn’t
daunt him—to prove it, he went one further than those BNN guys…giving us a bonus of #101!
1 BOBBY LYNCH
2 MARIO DEÓRTEZ
3 TU-FU YONG
4 LUIS COSTELLO
5 FERNANDO MÁRQUEZ
6 CHRIS KELLY
7 WILLARD GAGNE
8 LUIS MALDONADO
9 GEORGE CLAUSSEN
10 JOSH BROWN
11 ERNESTO ALFICHE
12 LIONNEL CRÉPIN
13 JÉRÔME DELAGE
14 ÁNGEL GARCÍA
15 GUY WEBB
16 STANLEY R. PERIMUTTER
17 KEN WALTER
18 GLENN GORMAN
19 ANTÓNIO CRUZ
20 DAVE TALLENT
21 HEINRICH PEITHNER
22 MIKE ELLIS
23 AUGIE PLASCENCIA
24 PEDRO COSTA
25 DUANE WHITLEY, JR.
26 MITCH DALRYMPLE
27 MARTÍN MARÍN
28 MARIO VILLARREAL
29 JAIME MERCADO
30 PEPE JARAMILLO
31 VIRGIL SHAFER
32 MIGUEL RAMOS
33 RICARDO JUÁREZ
34 KI-SEOP PARK
35 MANUEL MARTÍNEZ
36 WES SAVAGE
37 SANTIAGO SÁNCHEZ
38 JUSTIN JACKSON
39 FRANCISCO FLORES
40 CARSON STOLLER
41 LARRY BLAKE
42 WILTON RIVERA
43 RAGNAR LOTHBROK
44 PEDRO NAVARRO
45 BENJAMIN DALE
46 JUAN NICTO
47 JOSÉ RÍOS
48 YANCY CRAVAT
49 FRANK MAHAFFEY
50 PAUL WARREN

51 EDRIS MTUME
52 JAVIER GARZA
53 ALEJANDRO ALVARADO
54 SERGIO FRANCO
55 SANG-DUK SIM
56 JUAN CANÓ
57 GEBRE-EGZIABHER MWAKA
58 MARIO GUERRER
59 SUSUMU NAKANISHI
60 DECLAN CRAUEN
61 AUGATE BALUN
62 JUAN SANTANA
63 ÉRIC FABRE
64 MASAHIRO OGAWA
65 MANUEL MARINO
66 JAVIER VENEGAS
67 FERNANDO MARTÍNEZ
68 STEPHEN CLULOW
69 BRENDAN KERNDL
70 CHIN KIM
71 NORBERTO LEÓN
72 FELIPE ROSADO
73 JÚLIO BARAJAS
74 FELICIANO RAFAEL
75 KEN GERHART III
76 JUSTIN URBAN
78 ALEXANDRE RENARD
78 JOSÉ OLIVAREZ
79 GILBERT HANSEN
80 JUAN JOSE FUENTES
81 HIROYASU OSARAGI
82 GUSTAVO AGUILERA
83 PAT CRUM
84 CLAUDIO DELGADO
85 RAÚL GERELA
86 BOB COLEMAN
87 KIDANU CHERONO
88 JÚLIO SILVA
89 DENIS PHAM
90 YOSHIMATSU YAMAGUCHI
91 JOHN HALE
92 AURELIO LÓPEZ
93 KNUD ZEITLER
94 PEDRO ROCHA
95 ARMANDO RODRÍGUEZ
96 MORIZ SHAPARENKO
97 CÉSAR AGUILAR
98 XIE-LI LUO
99 AKI KONDO
100 CHARLIE IRON-KNIFE
And Now for a Bonus…
101 HÉCTOR MÁRQUEZ
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Farm System Rankings
#

Team

Points

1st Edmonton
Jackrabbits
2nd Phoenix Talons

183

3rd Seattle Storm

142

152

4th Louisville Sluggers 141
5th Twin Cities River
129
Monsters
6th California Crusaders 115
7th Mexico City Aztecs 96
8th Rockville Pikemen

93

9th New Orleans
Crawdads
10th Valencia Stars
11th Nashville Goats

70
56
54

12th Charm City Jimmies 54
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th

Havana Sugar Kings
Huntsville Phantoms
Hawaii Tropics
Omaha Hawks
Des Moines Kernels
Long Beach Surfers
Las Vegas Hustlers

51
41
39
36
34
34
32

20th San Antonio
Outlaws
21st Madison Wolves

27

22nd Calgary Pioneers

19

20

23rd Brooklyn Robins
19
24th Yellow Springs Nine 12
25th Montreal Blazers
11
26th Jacksonville
9
Hurricanes
27th Atlantic City
8
Gamblers
28th Vancouver Mounties 3

Top 5 Prospects

P B. Lynch (1st) , CF L. Costello (4th) , CF M. Dalrymple (8th) , P
M. Manceau (37th) , P J. Morin (88th)
SS T. Yong (3rd) , LF M. Deórtez (14th) , LF M. Marín (16th) , P B.
Corrigan (30th) , P A. Renard (68th)
P K. Walter (5th) , RF L. Crépin (19th) , LF W. Finch (34th) , P M.
Solíz (40th) , P P. Morales (42nd)
P P. Jaramillo (7th) , P M. Villarreal (10th) , P J. Barajas (28th) , SS
C. Clohessy (49th) , CF J. Tavárez (66th)
P C. Kelly (2nd) , P J. Brown (13th) , RF R. Juárez (46th) , P A.
Alvarado (47th) , P V. Reichel (75th)
P M. Ramos (6th) , P F. Rosado (22nd) , P J. Mercado (38th) , P R.
Gerela (53rd) , P K. Zeitler (60th)
2B J. Delage (21st) , CF W. Gagne (26th) , P J. Romero (55th) , P P.
Rocha (58th) , P G. Wagner (62nd)
P F. Márquez (17th) , 1B M. Guerrer (24th) , P M. Ogawa (43rd) , P
B. Coleman (52nd) , 1B M. Marino (69th)
P S. Franco (27th) , P J. Venegas (32nd) , CF P. Costa (36th) , RF R.
Vargo (79th) , CF H. Correa (81st)
LF F. Mahaffey (9th) , LF W. Rivera (71st) , P G. Keynes (83rd)
P J. Nicto (33rd) , CF J. Jackson (39th) , SS Á. García (41st) , P S.
Clulow (90th)
P N. León (25th) , P C. Aguilar (35th) , SS M. Hatcher (51st) , P K.
Cherono (98th)
P F. Rafael (20th) , P A. Kondo (23rd)
P H. Peithner (12th) , P Y. Tong (70th)
SS E. Alfiche (31st) , P C. Iron-Knife (50th) , P L. Torres (73rd)
P C. Stoller (18th) , P E. Mtume (65th)
P R. Lothbrok (15th) , P S. Taub (100th)
DH G. Gorman (11th)
P C. Kim (48th) , P P. Legrand (57th) , CF C. Torres (76th) , SS J.
Ch'oe (96th)
3B D. Norman (29th) , P M. Ngui (82nd)
CF L. Maldonado (44th) , CF M. Shaparenko (84th) , P J. Robinson
(95th)
1B J. Ríos (59th) , P E. Linder (87th) , SS F. Martínez (89th) , 3B S.
Nakanishi (91st)
P M. Andrés (45th) , P M. Romano (80th)
C É. Fabre (74th) , P T. Alfama (77th)
LF B. Dale (54th) , LF P. Navarro (99th)
2B A. Barrón (61st)
LF V. Shafer (64th)
P D. West (93rd)
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Thanks for reading!
MORE People Who Have Not Advertised With Us
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Here’s To Another
Great Season!
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